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Village Board Agenda
April 23, 2019
Agenda Meeting - 7:30 PM – Trustees Room
Village Board Meeting - 8:00 PM - Rutherford Hall

Roll Call
Pledge of Allegiance
Minutes
 Village Board Meeting of April 9, 2019
Bills
 Trustee Crandall
Mayor’s Comments

______________________

Manager’s Comments

______________________

Public Comments

______________________

Trustee Reports

Agenda Items
Trustee Ross
 Statements of Expense & Revenue for June 2018 – March 2019

______________________

 Resolution re: Adoption of the 2019-2020 Village Budget

______________________

Trustee Arest
 Resolution re: Appointment to the Advisory Council on
Communications

______________________

Trustee Waldman
 Resolution re: Disclosure Form – Village Officials, Boards,
Councils and Committees

______________________

Trustee Veron
 Resolution re: Authorization to Retain Planning and Economic
Development Services for Freightway Redevelopment Project

______________________

Written Communications (5)






David Kroenlein – Tree Removal at Brewster Rd.
Janet Korins – Butler Field Lights
Mayra Rodriguez Valladares re: Various Questions
Michelle Sterling – Lockdown at Scarsdale Middle School
Mike D’Angelo – Fox Meadow Road Conditions & Response
from Jeff Coleman, Superintendent of Public Works
Future Meeting Schedule

Tuesday, April 23, 2019
 6:00 PM – Village Board Work Session – Trustees Room
Agenda:
1. Freightway Site Redevelopment Project
2. FY 19/20 Non-Union Salary Adjustments
3. Pending Litigation-Update
(It is anticipated that the Village Board will convene in
Executive Session for Items 2 and 3 to discuss personnel and
legal matters respectively)

______________________

Tuesday, May 14, 2019

 6:00 PM - The Village Board of Trustees will meet on Tuesday,
May 14, 2019, at 6:00 PM. to sit as an Appeals Board pursuant to
Chapter 182 of the Village Code regarding the Committee on
Historic Preservation’s decision not to issue a certificate of
appropriateness to permit the demolition of a residential structure
located at 937 Post Road, Scarsdale, NY. The meeting will be
held in Rutherford Hall located on the 2nd Floor in Village Hall.

___________________

 7:30 PM Agenda Meeting

______________________

 8:00 PM Village Board Meeting

______________________
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THREE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED TWENTY-FOURTH
REGULAR AGENDA MEETING
Rutherford Hall
Village Hall
April 9, 2019
A Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Scarsdale was held in
Rutherford Hall in Village Hall on Tuesday, April 9, 2019 at 8:00 P.M.
Present were Mayor Samwick, Trustees Arest, Crandall, Lewis, Ross, Veron, and
Waldman. Also present were Village Manager Pappalardo, Deputy Village Manager Cole,
Village Attorney Sapienza-Martin, Assistant Village Manager Richards, Village Treasurer
McClure, Village Clerk Conkling, Deputy Village Attorney Garrison, and Assistant to the
Village Manager Ringel.
********
The minutes of the Board of Trustees Regular Meeting of Tuesday,
March 26, 2019 were approved on a motion entered by Trustee Crandall, seconded by
Trustee Ross and carried unanimously.
********
Bills & Payroll
Trustee Arest reported that he had audited the Abstract of Claims dated
April 9, 2019 in the amount of $602,402.61 which includes $3,669.24 in Library Claims
previously audited by a Trustee of the Library Board which were found to be in order and he
moved that such payment be ratified.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Arest and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
following resolution was adopted unanimously:
RESOLVED, that the Abstract of Claims dated April 9, 2019 in the amount of
$602,402.61 is hereby approved.
Trustee Arest then reported that he had examined the payment of bills made in advance
of a Board of Trustees audit totaling $826,199.91 which were found to be in order and he
moved that such payments be ratified.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Arest and seconded by Trustee Ross, the
following resolution was adopted unanimously:
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RESOLVED, that payment of claims made in advance of a Board of Trustees audit
totaling $826,199.91 is hereby ratified.
********
Mayor’s Comments
Mayor Samwick gave the following statement:
“Good evening. I am very happy to be here and to welcome and congratulate
Trustees Lewis and Waldman on their election and Trustee Ross on his reelection to the
Village Board. I am also very happy to join Trustees Arest and Crandall and to rejoin
Trustee Veron and to welcome and congratulate her on her new job as Deputy Mayor.
I would like to discuss three items in my comments this evening: (i), the new Village
Board organizational structure, (ii) the potential redevelopment of the Freightway parking
garage site, and (iii) communications.
Village Board Organizational Structure:
Let me begin with the new organizational structure. One of the valuable lessons I
learned in business school was to unify the structure of an organization with the way in
which the organization functions. For quite some time, we have not had an alignment of the
structure of our elected government and the work that is done by those officials. The
committee structure that we have become accustomed to was designed to permit Trustees to
focus their attention on their specifically assigned committees. For well over 20 years,
Trustees have consistently been involved in all village matters and have attended all
committee meetings. While we applaud the dedication of over a generation of Trustees, we
recognize that it is time to match our structure with our operations by eliminating Village
Board standing committees. This change will align our structure with how the Board
actually functions. It is expected to improve efficiency, enhance communication, and, most
importantly, enable all Trustees to have an equal voice and vote. In making this change, we
have looked at surrounding communities and how their governing bodies operate. The
overwhelming majority of communities surveyed have a framework similar to the one we
plan to implement.
We will schedule work sessions on a monthly basis, though there will be months that
have more than one work session and, possibly, though rarely, months that do not have
work sessions. There will still be meetings called for in-depth discussions of specific topics –
some of the topics I would expect to see covered under separate meetings might include the
potential redevelopment of the Freightway parking site, potential changes to the land use
code, or items that require more time sensitivity or deeper discussion. We will issue agendas,
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which will likely cover a number of varying subjects, and start times of our work sessions,
but you can generally expect to see sessions begin at 6:00pm or 6:30 pm on the 2nd or 4th
Tuesday of the month. Similar to the committee meetings we are accustomed to, work
sessions will be open to the public although there still will be certain topics that will be held
in executive session. Summary meeting notes will also be provided so the community can
stay informed.
Potential Redevelopment of the Freightway Parking Garage Site:
Second, I would like to provide a summary of the potential redevelopment of the
Freightway parking site and let you know what to expect from here. The Freightway parking
garage was built in 1972 and is currently in need of nearly $2.5 million of repair and upgrade
work. After looking at the very successful development of Christie Place, which was nearly
built as a stand-alone parking garage at taxpayer’s expense and is now a vibrant residential
and retail hub with below-grade parking for village residents, the Village Board decided to
pursue a survey of resident interest in the potential redevelopment of the Freightway garage
site. The Freightway Steering Committee was formed about two years ago, worked with the
village’s consultant, BFJ Planning, and completed a visioning study for the Freightway site.
The input of over 750 residents and other stakeholders was taken into account in doing the
visioning study and I encourage all residents to review the report on the village’s website,
www.scarsdale.com. The visioning study was the basis for a Request for Expressions of
Interest that was designed to gauge interest from private developers who might partner with
the Village to create a new hub that would bring vitality to our village center and,
importantly, provide connectivity between both sides of our village center. We were very
pleased to receive seven responses from developers in pursuing a public-private partnership
to redevelop the Freightway site. The next steps in the process will include issuance of a
Request for Proposals, selection of a Preferred Developer, negotiation of a mutually
acceptable development agreement with the Preferred Developer and the standard land use
process which will include the Planning Board, Board of Architectural Review and the
Village Board.
A few personal comments about this process. First, we are in the very early stages of
the process. I estimate that we are in the top of the 2nd inning with the 9th inning
representing commencement of construction. Second, the Village Board started with
extensive resident input through the visioning study and will continue to seek resident input
throughout the process. Third, the Village Board is focused on issues that matter to
residents, namely the potential impact on parking and schools – both of which are critical to
Scarsdale residents. There will be ample time to address these matters, and other potential
concerns, as we better understand what plans are developed for the Freightway site. We
believe that we are embarking on a project that can materially enhance our village center and
we look forward to creating a shared vision with the community.
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Communications:
Lastly, I would like to discuss communications. Listening to the community is one
of the most important duties of Village Board members. With that as a guiding principle,
there are three areas I would like to highlight this evening. First, this Board will generally try
not to vote on a matter that is the subject of a public hearing until at least the following
Board meeting. It is important to provide the community with ample time to comment on
matters and to provide the Board with time to digest community comments. There will be
exceptions to this guideline in the event of pro forma matters, such as the annual renewal of
taxi licenses in the village, and matters that carry a high degree of time sensitivity.
Second, you will notice that the public comment section of the Board agenda is now
prior to Board liaison reports. Again, this change is being made to emphasize that listening
to our constituents is critical.
Lastly, we wish to make it easier for people to comment to the Board. We recognize
that stepping to the microphone at Rutherford Hall can be intimidating and not very
welcoming. We also recognize the value of hearing from village residents and other
stakeholders. In an effort to provide alternative means of communicating with your elected
officials, I hosted a “Coffee with the Mayor” on Saturday at Metro Deli. I was very happy to
sit down with residents and discuss issues and concerns and to just say hi. We plan to
encourage communication in less formal settings and are open to trying new approaches to
reach people, so if you have any suggestions or wish to share your views on a particular
matter, please email me at mayor@scarsdale.com. Speaking of email addresses, you will also
note that the Trustees now have village email addresses that use a uniform standard that
makes it easier to reach your elected officials. You can reach any of the Trustees at their
“first initial” and “last name” @scarsdale.com, for example, you may reach Trustee Ross at
SRoss@scarsdale.com. We look forward to hearing from you.
With that, I am happy to hand it over to Village Manager Pappalardo for Village
Manager’s comments.”
********
Manager’s Comments
Village Manager Pappalardo gave the following report concerning the recent
Scarsdale Middle School lockdown alarm that occurred last week:
“Last week, on Tuesday, April 2nd, Scarsdale Police responded to a “Lockdown
Alarm” at the Scarsdale Middle School. Although the activation turned out to be a false
alarm, it necessitated a response from the Scarsdale Police Department, which included our
Rapid Response Team executing a building search while school staff implemented their
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lockdown protocols. School officials also initiated their parent and community notification
plan. The police response was prompt and thorough, with child safety a paramount
consideration.
By way of background, the system that generated the alarm is relatively new, with
installation testing having occurred in Mid-March. Some residents may recall a Village press
release at that time notifying Scarsdale residents of the testing, which included use of the
school’s outdoor PA system.
Both School Officials and the Scarsdale Police Department are cognizant of
community concerns related to the recent activation and are committed to working together
to learn from the event and translate our findings into improved protocols and procedures
on a moving forward basis. As an example, the Police Chief is currently addressing concerns
expressed regarding the handling of telephone calls to Police Headquarters during the
lockdown period.
In addition, Scarsdale Police will continue to support school safety through such
programs and services as:


Ongoing consultation and communication with Scarsdale School’s Chief of Safety,
Security, and Emergency Management concerning a wide range of subjects, including
lockdown drill best-practices and other school safety matters;



Administering the School Walk-through Program, where patrol officers are randomly
assigned schools to walk through at different times;



Participating in school-organized safety meetings; and



Providing school safety programs targeting youth of all ages, distributing
information, education, and tools for students to stay safe online, make good
decisions when it comes to drugs and alcohol, and to learn about police roles and
responsibilities.

In summary, the Village of Scarsdale, Scarsdale Police, and Scarsdale Schools have a
long history of working together and will continue to do so to keep the community and our
children safe.”
Village Manager Pappalardo next reported on the 2019 Water Main Flushing
schedule which begins on April 15th, as follows:
“The periodic water main flushing program of the Village Water Department will
begin Monday, April 15, 2019, and will continue until all pipes in the system have been
systematically flushed. The program is scheduled to prevent discoloration of water associated
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with peak summer usage. Slight discoloration may occur during the flushing period, during
daytime and early evening hours, but will quickly dissipate. The discolored water is safe for
consumption; however, to avoid possible staining, clothes washing should be delayed until
the water is clear. The neighborhood flushing schedule is as follows: April 15th through
April 18th: Greenacres west of Post Road; Fox Meadow; Old Scarsdale; Overhill; Berkeleyin-Scarsdale; Bramlee Heights; Arthur Manor; and Post Road starting from White Plains
through Eastchester. April 22nd through April 28th: Greenacres east of Post Road; DrakeEdgewood; Sherbrooke Park; Heathcote; Murray Hill/Middle Heathcote; East Heathcote;
Secor Farms; and part of West Quaker Ridge. April 29th through May 3rd: Remaining
portion of West Quaker Ridge; Scarsdale Meadows; Quaker Ridge; and Colonial Acres. A
map version of the flushing schedule can be accessed here. Please also note that the schedule
may be adjusted or extended, particularly in response to weather conditions. Weekly
schedule updates will be available on the Water Department webpage of www.scarsdale.com,
as well as broadcast on cable television channels 42 and 43 (Verizon) and 75 and 76
(Cablevision/Altice).”
********
Public Hearing
Trustee Ross introduced the public hearing scheduled for this evening to receive
comments on the Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Tentative Budget filed on March 20, 2019.
Trustee Ross gave the following statement concerning the Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Budget:
“As I open the Public Hearing on the 2019-2020 tentative village budget, I’d like to
say a few words about both the tentative budget and the process that produced it. The
tentative budget was developed and refined over a period of approximately 5 months.
During that time there were a number of staff meetings, 5 public meetings of the Village
Board Finance Committee, and 2 public briefing sessions. The process has involved
extensive deliberation by the Village Board with both the guidance of Village staff and
ongoing input from our residents.
The outcome of the budget process, pending this public hearing and the adoption of
the final budget on April 23, is a tentative budget including expenditures of $58,025,449,
representing an increase of $1,450,736, or 2.56%, over the 2018-2019 adopted budget of
$56,574,713. Assuming that the Board adopts the tentative budget before us this evening,
the tax levy will increase by $1,166,747, or 2.91%, over that of 2018-2019, and the Village
real estate tax bill payable by a Scarsdale homeowner with an average assessed home value of
$1,515,000 will increase by $256. Village real estate taxes will continue to comprise
approximately 18% of the total of real estate taxes payable by our homeowners.
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Our budget is subject to a number of constraints imposed by both the state and
federal governments. Notable among these constraints are the New York State tax levy cap,
a number of unfunded mandates at both the state and federal levels, and the cap imposed by
the federal government on the deductibility of state and local taxes that has significantly
increased the tax burden on many of our homeowners.
The tentative budget before us this evening, like all Village budgets, represents an
effort to control expenditures while providing the facilities and services our residents expect.
Before soliciting public input I would like to thank Village Manager Stephen Pappalardo,
Village Treasurer Mary Lou McClure, Deputy Village Manager Rob Cole, Assistant Village
Manager Ingrid Richards, Assistant to the Village Manager Josh Ringel, and Administrative
Assistant Christine Sciandra for their highly skilled and diligent efforts in that regard.
Anyone wishing to comment may come forward now.”
Trustee Ross the opened the public hearing to comments from the public.
Robert Berg, 32 Tisdale Road, congratulated Mayor Samwick and Trustees Lewis
and Waldman on their successful election, as well as Trustee Ross’ re-election. He expressed
his concerns about the inclusion of an addition of a part-time Code Enforcement Officer for
$35,000 in the budget and $100,000 for a consultant for a Recreation Department Master
Plan.
Village Manager Pappalardo noted that the consultant fee is a Capital item; this
was funded in the current year, 2018-19 budget so it remains – it is not a new appropriation
but still identified as available funding.
Mr. Berg stated that in his opinion, the 2019-2020 proposed budget fails to
recognize the game changing nature of the limit on SALT deductions which impacts many
Scarsdale taxpayers. He also noted that the real estate market has taken a real hit as a result
of this. He stated that the last Board did not address a major problem affecting the Village;
there should have been an effort to make more steps to deal with a pressing problem that is
not going to go away because it is not going to be easy to get the SALT deductions back.
The number of homes on the market has increased dramatically. Property taxes are a large
factor affecting the market here in Scarsdale.
Mr. Berg stated that the Village does not need another Code Enforcement
officer and added that the $100,000 set aside for consultant services should be given back to
the taxpayers, reducing the budget by that amount. He stated that the position of a part
time Code Enforcement Officer is a total waste of many. He called out several current
positions on Village staff that are already code enforcement officers – police officers,
sanitation and highway foreman, Village Engineer, Building Inspector, Superintendent of
Public Works and Village Manager. He stated that if enforcement of the code is necessary,
all the Village has to do is tell the relevant department heads to have their code enforcement
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officer enforce the code. He stated that the Village certainly did that when it decided to take
down the ‘Vote Yes’ signs for the School Bond 1 ½ years ago; the police were sent out to
enforce the Village Code even though it was illegal what the Village did and everybody’s
First Amendment rights were violated. He stated that the Village wanted to do something
under the guise of enforcing the Village Code.
Mr. Berg also addressed the 2% non-union staff wage increase and stated that
there was no justification at all, no data provided, as to why there is such an increase. It may
or may not be justified.
Robert Harrison, 65 Fox Meadow Road, spoke as the President of Scarsdale
Taxpayer Alert in regard to the 2019-2020 proposed budget. He stated that due to the
limitation on SALT deductions, we really have to take every measure we can to hold down
the tax rate increase for all of our residents. In his opinion, a 2.71% increase is more than it
should be.
Mr. Harrison noted that the Chairman of the Scarsdale Forum Fiscal Affairs
Committee has done an excellent job reviewing the budget and a report will be given at the
Forum’s Board meeting next Thursday evening. He urged the Board to limit the tax increase
in the Village budget and look for ways in which to reduce expenses.
As there were no further public comments, Trustee Ross moved that the public
hearing on the proposed Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Budget be closed, seconded by Trustee
Crandall and carried by a unanimous vote.
Mayor Samwick commented that the Village budget is one of the most challenging
things that the Board grapples with and spends an inordinate amount of time with year in
and year out. Approximately 75% of the budget is labor related costs and a vast component
of that is subject to long term collective bargaining agreements. The Village also participates
in various state programs – healthcare, retirement programs. These are not within the
Village’s control but subject to the State and the programs participated in. These benefit
costs have really grown at phenomenal rates. The uncontrollable, unfunded mandates are
really a large burden and when the Board is tasked providing services that residents are
accustomed to with professional staff, the Board is left with very little room to do a lot of
other things that must be done, such as infrastructure projects (roads, sewers, water lines,
etc.)
Mayor Samwick added that extreme due diligence was done in relation to this
tentative budget with no stone being left unturned in trying to find ways to save. He stated
that the Board appreciates comments, especially those that are specific concerning the
budget.
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Trustee Ross added that CPI cannot be taken as a measure of what the increase in
our tax burden can or should be. However, it is not something that the Village and budget
can respond to because we do have uncontrollable expenses that go up at different rates.
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that in regard to uncontrollable expenses as it
relates to employee benefits, between the health insurance increase year to year, pension
increase, FICA increase, and debt service – those four items alone accounted for more than
a million dollars of the spending increase of $1.4 million.
********
Public Comments
Robert Harrison, 65 Fox Meadow Road, congratulated Mayor Samwick and
Trustees Lewis and Waldman on their election, and Trustee Ross on his re-election. He
noted that he and his wife partook in the Mayor’s informal gathering on Saturday afternoon
from 4pm – 5:30pm at the Metro Deli. There were good discussions about Village affairs;
about ten residents were in attendance. He complimented the Mayor on reaching out to the
community. He urged the Board to maintain the 5 minutes speaking period; residents
should have time to express themselves.
Mr. Harrison stated that Mayor Hochvert was very much in favor of the project to
construct a comfort station at the Scarsdale Middle School tennis courts and he hoped that
this project will come to fruition under Mayor Samwick and this Board.
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that the Village is doing its due diligence right
now in terms of property ownership on the entire Middle School property. He does not
have that information yet; however, the Village wants to make sure it is understood who
owns the property. There is at this point in time a commitment to work with the School
District, and the Village paying for a comfort station somewhere on that property to be
determined in further discussions with the District. The District would carry the ball with
the State Education Department in order to get the comfort station reviewed and approved
by the State. A plan then would have to be designed for the comfort station. It will also
involve the State Environmental Quality Review Act requirements that the Board of
Education can take and submit to the State Education Department for review, comments,
and eventually approval. He noted that it is a long process – it may take anywhere from six
months to a year depending on the submissions that are coming throughout the State of
New York.
Ed Morgan, Tunstall Road, President of the Scarsdale Arts Council, Inc.
congratulated the new Mayor and Trustees to the Village Board.
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Mr. Morgan then read a statement to the Board regarding the new Advisory Arts
Council established by the Village. He expressed some of his concerns regarding the two
organizations, their respective responsibilities, and the distinctive and not-so-distinctive
functions of the two groups. Mr. Morgan submitted his written statement to the Clerk
which has been made part of the record.
Sophia Vittore, 207 Fox Meadow Road, stated that she recently moved to Scarsdale
from Rome, Italy and is a senior at Scarsdale High School. She stated that she is doing an
environmental science project for her class and that she is working on making sure that the
Village bans plastic bag use. She wanted to ask the Board if there is anything the students at
Scarsdale High School can do in order to help the local shops to reduce the amount of
plastic bag usage.
Mayor Samwick stated that the State has passed a law banning the use of plastic bags
that will go into effect March 2020. In terms of helping merchants during the transition, he
deferred to the Village Manager.
The Village Manager stated that he did not have a specific response to that at this
point in time.
Trustee Veron stated that the Scarsdale Business Alliance circulated the student’s
request to the merchants and highlighted the importance of the issue. They are being made
aware of the concern and she anticipates to hear back from the business community shortly.
Matthew Miller, 8 Roosevelt Place, congratulated the two new Trustees and the
Mayor on their election and to Trustee Ross on his re-election. He spoke about building and
housing issues; the mansion tax, SALT reductions, etc. He stated that real estate is
important in this town and it is now in shambles. He stated that people need to be
encouraged to create incentives for builders. The tax code is not fair, and the tax code is just
the beginning of this ongoing fight. We need to focus our attention on encouraging people,
not discouraging them.
As no further comments were offered, the Mayor closed the Public Comment
portion of the meeting.
********
Trustee Liaison Reports
Trustee Veron offered an update on the Freightway project. She stated that the
Board had asked staff to identify outside firms which have expertise in providing planning
and economic development services to assist the Board in the Freightway project. To that
end, staff conducted extensive research and identified several appropriate planning
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firms. Staff also did a further check to ensure that such firms were not members of any of
the development teams in the RFEI submissions. The Board solicited interest from five
firms and received proposals from three. The Board has already commenced the interview
process in public meetings. On April 1st, the Board met with AKRF, and on April 8th, the
Board met WSP and Phillips Preiss Greigel. The Board will meet again this Friday morning
at 8:00 am with a member of AKRF’s team who was unable to meet with the Board on April
1st. The Board anticipates going into Executive Session thereafter to discuss the firm
candidates.
Trustee Crandall stated that Friday, April 26th is Arbor Day. The Village will be
holding an Arbor Day tree planting celebration at 1:00 pm at Harcourt Woods. Harcourt
Woods is located on either side of Scarsdale High School – for this tree planting, it will be
located where Harcourt Road and Brewster Road meet. The Friends of Scarsdale Parks and
the Village Recreation Depart will be holding another community planting day on Saturday,
April 27th, also in Harcourt Woods, but on the other part that is in between the Scarsdale
High School gravel parking lot and what is known as the Library Pond/Audrey Hochberg
Pond Reserve. More information and registration is available at www.scarsdale.com.
********
Mayor Samwick and Board of Trustees
ANNUAL MEETING RESOLUTIONS
The Mayor hereby appoints Trustee Jane Veron as Deputy Mayor, Trustee Justin
Arest as Police Commissioner and Trustee Seth Ross as Fire Commissioner.
****************
The Mayor announces the following liaison assignments:
Veron: Arts Advisory Council; Scarsdale Business Alliance; Library Board; Planning Board;
Scarsdale Chinese Association
Ross: Board of Ethics; Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee; Scouts; Scarsdale
Volunteer Ambulance Corps
Arest: Board of Appeals; Board of Architectural Review; Cable Television Commission;
Advisory Council on Communications
Crandall: Conservation Advisory Council; Friends of the Scarsdale Parks; Junior League of
Westchester; Advisory Council on Scarsdale Senior Citizens; Advisory Council on Youth
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Lewis: Town Board of Assessment Review; Village Historian; Committee on Historic
Preservation; Advisory Council on Human Relations; Advisory Council on Technology
Waldman: Council on People with Disabilities; Scarsdale League of Women Voters;
Advisory Council on Parks, Recreation and Conservation; Scarsdale Edgemont Family
Counseling Service
Samwick: SNAP
********
The Mayor announces the following Neighborhood Association assignments:
Veron:

Arthur Manor; Colonial Acres; East Heathcote

Ross:

Greenacres; Murray Hill/Middle Heathcote; Secor Farms

Arest:

Crane Berkely-in-Scarsdale; Fox Meadow; Overhill

Crandall:

Bramlee Heights; Sherbrooke Park; West Quaker Ridge

Lewis:

Old Scarsdale; Quaker Ridge; Scarsdale Meadows

Waldman:

Drake-Edgewood; Heathcote

Samwick:

SNAP
********

RESOLVED, that pursuant to the provisions of Section 57-1 of the Village Code, Stephen
M. Pappalardo is hereby appointed Village Manager for the current official
year.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee Arest, the
aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
RESOLVED, that pursuant to the provisions of Section 57-1 of the Village Code, Robert
Cole is hereby appointed Assistant Village Manager, and further appointed
Deputy Village Manager pursuant to the provisions of Section 57-3 of the
Village Code for the current official year.
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RESOLVED, that pursuant to the provisions of Section 57-1 of the Village Code,
Ingrid Richards is hereby appointed Assistant Village Manager for the
current official year.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
The Village Clerk states that pursuant to the provisions of Section 4-402 of
Village Law, and the opinion of the State Comptroller 362, 1960, she hereby appoints
Veronica Regazzi as Deputy Village Clerk for the current official year.
********
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 4-400 of the Village Law, the Mayor
hereby appoints Maria Colotti as Deputy Village Treasurer for the current official
year.
RESOLVED, that the appointment of Maria Colotti as Deputy Village Treasurer for the
current official year is hereby approved.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 4-400 of the Village Law, the Mayor
hereby appoints Angela Sapienza-Martin as Village Attorney for the current official year.
RESOLVED, that the appointment of Angela Sapienza-Martin as Village Attorney for the
current official year is hereby approved.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee Ross, the
aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 3-301 and 4-400 of the Village Law, the
Mayor hereby appoints Cynthia K. Dunne as Acting Village Justice for the current official
year.
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RESOLVED, that the appointment of Cynthia K. Dunne as Acting Village Justice for the
current official year is hereby approved.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee
Crandall, the aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 11-c. of the New York State Domestic
Relations Law, the Mayor hereby appoints Deborah Pekarek and Lena Crandall as Marriage
Officers for two-year terms ending April 5, 2021.
RESOLVED, that the Marriage Officers shall receive no compensation for performing
their duties, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the appointments of Deborah Pekarek and Lena Crandall as
Marriage Officers for two-year terms ending April 5, 2021 or until such time
as successors are appointed, is hereby confirmed.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 4-400 of the Village Law, the Mayor hereby
appoints Lucas Meyer to serve as Village Historian for the current official year.
RESOLVED, that the appointment of Lucas Meyer to serve as Village Historian for a term
ending April 6, 2020 or until such time as a successor is appointed, is hereby
approved.
Upon motion duly made by Mayor Samwick, and seconded by Trustee Ross, the
aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
The Mayor hereby re-appoints Barbara Shay McDonald to serve as Associate Village
Historian for a term ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
The Mayor hereby appoints Jack Miller to serve as Associate Village Historian for a
term ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
********
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The Mayor hereby re-appoints Georgann M. Callaghan as a member and Chair of
the Judicial Qualifications Advisory Committee for terms ending April 1, 2024 and April
6, 2020 respectively or until such time as a successor is appointed.
********
Trustee Veron:
RESOLVED, that the regular meetings of the Board of Trustees of the Village of
Scarsdale for 2019-2020 be held in Rutherford Hall in Village Hall, located
on Post Road, between Crane and Popham Roads, on the second and fourth
Tuesdays of each month at 8:00 p.m. except during the months of July,
August, October and December 2019, and March 2020 as identified below,
and that special meetings may be called by the Mayor as necessary:
July 23, 2019

8:30 A.M.

(Limited Agenda)

August 27, 2019

8:30 A.M.

(Limited Agenda)

October 7, 2019*

8:00 P.M.

December 24, 2019

8:30 A.M.

March 24, 2020

8:30 P.M.

(Limited Agenda)

*Tuesday, October 8, 2019 – First day of Yom Kippur
and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Agenda Coordination Meeting of the Board of Trustees shall meet
30 minutes prior to every scheduled meeting of the Board, and be it further
RESOLVED, that The Scarsdale Inquirer and The Journal News are hereby designated the
official Village newspapers, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Wells Fargo Bank, JP Morgan Chase, HSBC Bank, M&T Bank,
Signature Bank and the Cooperative Liquid Assets Security System (CLASS
administered by Public Trust Advisors LLC) are hereby designated as official
depositories of the funds of the Village of Scarsdale; and be it further
RESOLVED, that pursuant to Section 10 of the General Municipal Law, the maximum
amount which may be kept on deposit at JP Morgan Chase, HSBC Bank and
Wells Fargo Bank be set at $70 million, and a maximum amount of $15
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million may be invested in CLASS, M&T Bank, Signature Bank, and any
other financial institution subsequently specified in Section 3.11 of Policy
#501, Investment of Village Monies.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Veron, and seconded by Trustee Arest, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Trustee Arest:
BOARD OF APPEALS
RESOLVED, that Jeffrey Watiker is hereby re-appointed as a member and to serve as Chair
of the Board of Appeals for terms ending April 1, 2024 and April 6, 2020,
respectively, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Arest, and seconded by Trustee Ross, the
aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
RESOLVED, that Jamie Kayam and Daniel Finger are hereby re-appointed as members of
the Board of Architectural Review for terms ending April 4, 2022 or until
such time as a successor is appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that is Jamie Kayam is hereby appointed to serve as Chair of said Board for a
term ending April 6, 2020 or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Arest, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
CABLE TELEVISION COMMISSION
RESOLVED, that Steven Bochner is hereby appointed to serve as a member of the Cable
Television Commission for a term ending April 1, 2024, or until such time as
a successor is appointed, and be it further
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RESOLVED, that Raphael Abada and Christopher Marvin are hereby re-appointed to serve
as members of said Commission for terms ending April 1, 2024, or until such
time as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Michael Rubin is hereby re-appointed to serve as Chair of said
Commission for a term ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a
successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Arest, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Trustee Veron:
ARTS ADVISORY COUNCIL
RESOLVED, that ML Perlman, Abigail Sroka, Simone Kestelman, Gabrielle Wise, Dr.
Robert Shire, Lee Miller, and Miles Rubin are hereby appointed to serve as
members of the Arts Advisory Council for terms ending April 5, 2021, or
until such time as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that ML Perlman is hereby appointed as Chair of said Council for a term
ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Veron, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
LIBRARY BOARD
RESOLVED, that Laura Ying Liu and Svati Kania Shashank are hereby appointed to serve
as members of the Library Board for terms ending April 1, 2024, or until
such time as a successor is appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Gary Katz is hereby reappointed to serve as a member of the said Board
for a term ending April 1, 2024, or until such time as a successor is
appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Veron, and seconded by Trustee Arest, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
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********
PLANNING BOARD
RESOLVED, that Dan Steinberg is hereby appointed to serve as a Member and Chair of
the Planning Board for terms ending April 1, 2024 and April 6, 2020,
respectively, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Veron, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolved was approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Trustee Lewis:
COMMITTEE FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
RESOLVED, that Adam Lindenbaum and David Paul are hereby re-appointed as members
of the Committee for Historic Preservation for terms ending April 4, 2022 or
until such time successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Adam Lindenbaum is hereby re-appointed Chair of said Committee for
a term ending April 6, 2020 or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Lewis, and seconded by Trustee Ross, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS
RESOLVED, that Jennifer Fischman, Alfredo Gonzalez, Kathleen Steves and Jonathan
Tamir are hereby re-appointed as members of the Advisory Council on
Human Relations for terms ending April 5, 2021 or until such time as
successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Jennifer Fischman is hereby re-appointed as Chair of said Council for a
term ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Lewis, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY
RESOLVED, that Amber Yusuf is hereby appointed as a member of the Advisory Council
on Technology for a term ending April 5, 2021, or until such time as a
successor is appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Scott Rompala, Christopher Bach, Lee Fischman, Jonathan Green, and
Ke Wang are hereby re-appointed as members of said Council for terms
ending April 5, 2021, or until such time as successors are appointed, and be it
further
RESOLVED, that Scott Rompala is hereby re-appointed as Chair of said Council for a term
ending April 6, 2020 or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Lewis, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Trustee Crandall:
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SCARSDALE SENIOR CITIZENS
RESOLVED, that Joan Jones, Matthew Callaghan, Loren Gilberg. Ray Silverman, and
Jocelyn Forde are hereby appointed as members of the Advisory Council on
Scarsdale Senior Citizens for terms ending April 5, 2021, or until such time as
successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Carol Silverman, Vicki Bey, Lynne Clark, Janice Cohen, Barbara
Greebel, Anita Malina, Natasha Rose and Dino Venuto are hereby reappointed to serve as members of said Council for terms ending April 5,
2021, or until such time as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Carol Silverman is hereby re-appointed to serve as Chair of said Council
for a term ending April 6, 2020 or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Crandall, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
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CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL
RESOLVED, that Heather Kolb is hereby appointed to serve as a member of the
Conservation Advisory Council for a term ending April 5, 2021, or until such
time as a successor is appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Jeanne Marie Castiello, Seema Jaggi, and Michelle Sterling are hereby reappointed to serve as members of said Council for terms ending April 5,
2021, or until such time as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Ron Schulhof is hereby re-appointed as Chair of said Council for a term
ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Crandall, and seconded by Trustee Ross, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH
RESOLVED, that Bruce Doniger, Anne Zink and Kelly Hough Rogers are hereby
appointed to serve as members of the Advisory Council on Youth for terms
ending April 5, 2021, or until such time as successors are appointed, and be it
further
RESOLVED, that Jordan Copeland, Scott Bookner, and Robin Schiff are hereby reappointed to serve as members of the said Council for terms ending April 5,
2021, or until such time as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Jordan Copeland is hereby re-appointed Chair of said Council for a term
ending April 5, 2020 or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Crandall, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Trustee Waldman:
COUNCIL ON PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
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RESOLVED, that Sarah Bell is hereby appointed to serve as a member of the Council on
People with Disabilities for a term ending April 5, 2021, or until such time as
a successor is appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Norma Litman and Susan Matula are hereby re-appointed to serve as
members of said Council for terms ending April 5, 2021, or until such time
as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Marian Green is hereby re-appointed to serve as Chair of said Council
for a term ending April 6, 2020 or until such time a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Waldman, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION
RESOLVED, that Anthony East and Marjorie Arsham are hereby appointed as members of
the Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation for terms ending April 5, 2021
or until such time as successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Jennifer Barrett, Hanna Coleman, Larry Medvinsky, and Stephen
Nicholas, MD are hereby re-appointed as members of the Advisory Council
on Parks and Recreation for terms ending April 5, 2021 or until such time as
successors are appointed, and be it further
RESOLVED, that Louis Vetrone is hereby re-appointed as Chair of said Council for a term
ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Waldman, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
********
Trustee Ross:
BOARD OF ETHICS
RESOLVED, that Sunil Subbakrishna is hereby re-appointed to serve as a member of the
Board of Ethics for a term ending April 1, 2024, or until such time as a
successor is appointed, and be it further
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RESOLVED, that Evelyn Stock is hereby re-appointed to serve as Chair of said
Board for a term ending April 6, 2020, or until such time as a successor is
appointed.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Ross, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
aforementioned Resolveds were approved by a unanimous vote.
*******
Trustee Arest stated that in regard to the Conservation Advisory Council appointments,
he wanted to mention that the Board is aware that Mr. Schulhof, who they have re-appointed as
Chair, is a candidate for an elected position with the School Board. Depending on the outcome
of that election, the Board may need to address that appointment; however, at this time the
Board did not feel that it was relevant at this time.
*******
Trustee Veron
Upon motion entered by Trustee Veron, and seconded by Trustee Finger, the following
resolution regarding Acceptance of a Gift for the Scarsdale Public Library Addition and
Renovation Project was approved by the vote indicated below:
WHEREAS, the Scarsdale Library Master Plan, dated June 10, 2013, supported by
the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees via resolution dated April 8,
2014, identified a number of building renovations and additions that
would transform the Library into a multi-purpose community asset
for future generations, maintain its preeminent status among free
public libraries in the County and State, enhance its technological
capacity to further library services, and create a physical environment
constituting a welcoming and versatile learning center; and
WHEREAS, the Library Addition and Renovation Project is anticipated to cost
$20,176,755, inclusive of a 5% construction cost contingency, with
over $8,000,000 in project funding already raised through the Library
Capital Campaign, courtesy of the philanthropy exhibited by
Scarsdale residents; and
WHEREAS, the following donations has been offered to the Scarsdale Public
Library Addition and Renovation Capital Improvement Project:
Friends of the Scarsdale Library - $46,635.85.
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WHEREAS, pursuant to Policy #106: “Gifts to the Village of Scarsdale” of the Village
of Scarsdale Administrative Policies & Procedures Manual,
acceptance of all gifts valued at $500 or greater must be approved by
the Village Board of Trustees; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED,

that the Village Board hereby accepts a gift of $46,365.85 from the
Friends of the Scarsdale Library toward the Scarsdale Public Library
Addition and Renovation Project; and be it further

RESOLVED, that the Village Treasurer take the necessary steps to complete the
transaction and accept the financial gift totaling $46,635.85 and
deposit said funds into the Library Capital Campaign Account; and
be it further
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby extends their heartfelt thanks and
great appreciation to the Friends of the Scarsdale Library for their
generosity and commitment to the Scarsdale Public Library and the
community it serves.
AYES
Trustee Arest
Trustee Crandall
Trustee Lewis
Trustee Ross
Trustee Veron
Trustee Waldman
Mayor Samwick

NAYS
None

ABSENT
None

********
Trustee Lewis
Upon motion entered by Trustee Lewis, and seconded by Trustee Veron, the following
resolution regarding the Award of VM Contract #1248(A) – Resurfacing Various Roads was
approved by the vote indicated below:
WHEREAS, a bid solicitation for three separate components, Resurfacing Various
Roads (VM #1248-A), Curb and Pedestrian Pathway Restoration
(VM #1248-B), and Road Patches and Restoration (VM #1248-C),
was published in the Scarsdale Inquirer on March 01, 2019, and direct
notice of the bid solicitation was distributed directly to sixteen
vendors know to perform the desired scope of services; and
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WHEREAS, all three components of VM Contract #1248 include a two year term
covering FY 19/20 and FY 20/21; and
WHEREAS, on the bid opening date, March 26, 2019, four bids were received for
VM #1248(A), Resurfacing Various Roads; and
WHEREAS, based on the unit bid prices identified for Base Bid Items 1-11 and
Supplemental Bid Items S1–S3, the lowest responsible bid was
received from Westchester Hills Landscaping, Inc., 119 Park Avenue,
West Harrison, NY 10604; and
WHEREAS, Westchester Hills Landscaping, Inc., has successfully performed this
work for other Westchester County municipalities and verified that
they are capable of fulfilling all contract requirements; and
WHEREAS, available project funding is comprised of an approximate total of
$400,000 in FY 18/19 Capital Budget Accounts #H-5197-963 2019054 and #H-5197-963 2019-055, as well as additional funding
anticipated from future FY 19/20 and FY 20/21 appropriations,
including NYSDOT CHIPS funding, Con Ed paving
reimbursements, year-end closeout funding, and Capital Budget
appropriations, with the total expense not to exceed appropriated
amounts; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that VM #1248(A) - Resurfacing of Various Roads be awarded to
Westchester Hills Landscaping Inc., 119 Park Avenue, West
Harrison, NY 10604, at the unit bid prices itemized in the bid
tabulation sheet, attached hereto, for a total estimated cost of
$2,523,650 covering FY 19/20 and FY 20/21, not to exceed budget
appropriations; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the expenses be charged to FY 18/19 Capital Accounts #H5197-963 2019-054 and #H-5197-963 2019-055, and the appropriate
FY 19/20 and FY 20/21 accounts, as additional funds are
appropriated; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Village Manager is hereby authorized to execute VM
Contract 1248(A) with Westchester Hills Landscaping Inc., 119 Park
Avenue, West Harrison, NY 10604, and to undertake administrative
acts as may be required.
AYES
Trustee Arest

NAYS
None

ABSENT
None
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Trustee Crandall
Trustee Lewis
Trustee Ross
Trustee Veron
Trustee Waldman
Mayor Samwick
********
Upon motion entered by Trustee Lewis and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
following resolution regarding the Award of VM Contract #1248(B) – Curb and Pedestrian
Pathway Restoration was approved by the vote indicated below:
WHEREAS, a bid solicitation for three separate components, Resurfacing Various
Roads (VM #1248-A), Curb and Pedestrian Pathway Restoration
(VM #1248-B), and Road Patches and Restoration (VM #1248-C),
was published in the Scarsdale Inquirer on March 01, 2019, and direct
notice of the bid solicitation was distributed directly to sixteen
vendors know to perform the desired scope of services; and
WHEREAS, all three components of VM Contract #1248 include a two year term
covering FY 19/20 and FY 20/21; and
WHEREAS, on the bid opening date, March 26, 2019, three bids were received for
VM #1248(B) - Curb and Pedestrian Pathway Restoration; and
WHEREAS, based on the unit bid prices for Base Bid Items 1 through 8, as
detailed in the attached bid tabulation, the lowest responsible bid was
received from Acocella Contracting, Inc., 68 Gaylor Road, Scarsdale,
NY 10583; and
WHEREAS, Acocella Contracting, Inc., has successfully performed this work for
the Village and other Westchester County municipalities in the past
and verified that they are capable of fulfilling all contract
requirements; and
WHEREAS, available project funding is comprised of an approximate total of
$97,686 in FY 18/19 Capital Budget Accounts #H-5197-963 2019058 and #H-5197-963 2019-059, and additional funding anticipated
from future FY 19/20 and FY 20/21 appropriations, including
NYSDOT CHIPS funding, year-end closeout funding, and Capital
Budget appropriations, with the total expense not to exceed
appropriated amounts; now, therefore, be it
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RESOLVED, that VM #1248(B) - Curb and Pedestrian Pathway Restoration be
awarded to Acocella Contracting, Inc., 68 Gaylor Road, Scarsdale,
NY 10583, at the unit bid prices itemized in the bid tabulation sheet,
attached hereto, for a total estimated cost of $521,100 covering FY
19/20 and FY 20/21, not to exceed budget appropriations; and be it
further
RESOLVED, that the contract work be charged to FY 18/19 Capital Accounts
#H-5197-963 2019-058 and #H-5197-963 2019-059, as well as
miscellaneous Capital balances and the appropriate FY 19/20 and FY
20/21 accounts, as additional funds are appropriated; and be it
further
RESOLVED, that the Village Manager is hereby authorized to execute VM
Contract 1248(B) with Acocella Contracting, Inc., 68 Gaylor Road,
Scarsdale, NY 10583, and to undertake administrative acts as may be
required.
AYES
Trustee Arest
Trustee Crandall
Trustee Lewis
Trustee Ross
Trustee Veron
Trustee Waldman
Mayor Samwick

NAYS
None

ABSENT
None

********
Upon motion entered by Trustee Lewis, and seconded by Trustee Finger, the following
resolution regarding the Award of VM Contract #1248© - Road Patches and Restoration was
approved by the vote indicated below:
WHEREAS, a bid solicitation for three separate components, Resurfacing Various
Roads (VM #1248-A), Curb and Pedestrian Pathway Restoration
(VM #1248-B), and Road Patches and Restoration (VM #1248-C),
was published in the Scarsdale Inquirer on March 01, 2019, and direct
notice of the bid solicitation was distributed directly to sixteen
vendors know to perform the desired scope of services; and
WHEREAS, all three components of the contract include a two year term
covering FY 19/20 and FY 20/21; and
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WHEREAS, on the bid opening date, March 26, 2019, two bids were received for
VM #1248(C) Road Patches and Restoration; and
WHEREAS, based on the unit bid prices for Base Bid Items 1 through 9, as
detailed in the attached bid tabulation, the lowest responsible bid was
received from Gentile Construction Corp., 451 Old Nepperhan
Avenue, Yonkers, NY 10703; and
WHEREAS, Gentile Construction Corp. has successfully performed this work for
the Village and other Westchester County municipalities in the past
and verified that they are capable of fulfilling all contract
requirements, including having confirmed their clear understanding
of the emergency response specifications; and
WHEREAS, available project funding is comprised of certain balances in the FY
18/19 Capital Budget Accounts #H-5197-963 2019-054 and #H5197-963 2019-055, current year balances, and appropriations
identified in the Tentative FY 19/20 Water Enterprise Fund Budget,
with the total expense not to exceed appropriated amounts; now,
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that VM #1248(C) – Road Patches and Restoration be awarded to
Gentile Construction Corp., 451 Old Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers,
NY 10703, at the unit bid prices itemized in the bid tabulation sheet,
attached hereto, for a total estimated cost of $244,450 for FY 19/20
and FY 20/21, not to exceed budget appropriations; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the expenses be charged to FY 18/19 Capital Accounts #H5197-963 2019-054 and #H-5197-963 2019-055, Water Fund
Operating Budget EWS–8310–DSTRB–EXCAV–400 416, and the
appropriate FY 19/20 and FY 20/21 accounts, as additional funds
are appropriated; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Village Manager is hereby authorized to execute VM
Contract #1248(C) with Gentile Construction Corp., 451 Old
Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, NY 10703, and to undertake
administrative acts as may be required.
AYES
Trustee Arest
Trustee Crandall
Trustee Lewis

NAYS
None

ABSENT
None
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Trustee Ross
Trustee Veron
Trustee Waldman
Mayor Samwick
********
Written Communications
Village Clerk Conkling reported that no communications have been received since
the last regular Board of Trustees meeting.
********
There being no further business to come before the Board, on a motion entered by
Trustee Veron, seconded by Trustee Ross and carried unanimously, the meeting adjourned
at 9:29 P.M.

Donna M. Conkling
Village Clerk

RESOLUTION RE: ADOPTION OF 2019-2020 VILLAGE BUDGET
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 5-508 (3) of the Village Law, a public
hearing on the 2019-20 Tentative Budget was held on April 09,
2019; and

WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 5-508 of the Village Law, the Board of
Trustees must adopt the budget no later than the first day of May;
now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that the Tentative Budget filed on March 20, 2019, is hereby
adopted as the Budget of the Village of Scarsdale for the fiscal
year June 1, 2019, to May 31, 2020, and the several amounts stated
in the columns entitled “2019-20 Proposed” in the Appropriations
Schedules of the budget document, including the total amounts
listed in the Position Summary Schedules for salaries and wages,
are hereby appropriated for the objects and purposes specified; and
be it further

RESOLVED,

that the salaries, benefits and other terms and conditions of
employment for employees represented by a bargaining unit be
provided in accordance with contract terms; and, that salaries,
benefits and other terms and conditions of employment of
employees covered by written agreements be provided in
accordance with such written agreements; and, that benefits and
other terms and conditions of employment for non-union
employees not covered by written agreements be paid in
accordance with budgetary provisions as provided by the adopted
Fringe Benefit Policy for non-union employees, with salary
adjustments for these non-union employees further considered
through a separate Board resolution prior to June 1, 2019; and be it
further

RESOLVED,

that the sums enumerated in the columns entitled “2019-20
Proposed” in the Revenue Schedules of the budget document
including estimated revenues and appropriated fund balances, are
hereby made available for the purpose of financing such
appropriations.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
April 17, 2019
April 23, 2019

Weblink to
Village of Scarsdale
FY 19/20 Tentative
Budget:
http://www.scarsdale.c
om/ArchiveCenter/Vie
wFile/Item/128

RESOLUTION RE:

APPOINTMENT TO THE ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON COMMUNICATIONS

WHEREAS,

the Advisory Council on Communications (Council) was established by
the Village Board of Trustees by resolution on November 13, 2018; and

WHEREAS,

said Council’s purpose, duties, and composition is established in the
Constitution of the Advisory Council on Communications, with
membership comprised of seven to nine members, inclusive of a chair,
each appointed by the Village Board to serve a two-year term, with a twoterm maximum; and

WHEREAS,

on January 08, 2019, the Village Board appointed eight members to the
Council, and

WHEREAS,

the Village Board’s Personnel Committee met on April 01, 2019 and
discussed the application of Marcia Horowitz Cohen, 145 Brite Avenue, to
fill the ninth and final vacant position; and

WHEREAS,

the Personnel Committee members voted at the April 1, 2019 meeting to
recommend to the Full Village Board that Marcia Horowitz Cohen be
appointed to serve as a member of the Council; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that Marcia Horowitz Cohen, 145 Brite Avenue, is hereby appointed to the
Advisory Council on Communications for a term effective immediately
and ending April 05, 2021, or until such time as a successor is appointed.

Submitted by: Village Manager
Date:
April 17, 2019
For:
April 23, 2019

RESOLUTION RE:
WHEREAS,

DISCLOSURE FORM – VILLAGE OFFICIALS,
BOARDS, COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES

on September 14, 1999, the Village Board adopted a resolution requiring the
following individuals serving in the following positions to complete an annual
disclosure form to be kept on file in the Office of the Village Clerk:
-

All elected officials
Village Manager
Village Attorney
Village Treasurer
Assistant Village Managers
Director of Human Resources
Director of Public Works
Village Assessor
Building Inspector
Village Engineer
Water Superintendent
Village Planner
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation
Director of Information Technology
Village Clerk
Chief of Police
Fire Chief
Library Director; and

WHEREAS,

the Village Board has now determined that it is in the Village’s best interest to
require all elected and appointed members of Village Boards, Councils, and
Committees and Department Heads, including the Village and Associate Village
Historians, the Acting Village Justice and the Court Clerk, to complete and submit
an annual disclosure form: now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that all incumbents pursuant to the September 14, 1999 resolution as well as all
incumbents serving positions on all Boards, Councils, Committees and
Department Heads, including the Village and Associate Village Historians, the
Acting Village Justice and the Court Clerk, are hereby required to complete an
annual disclosure form to be kept on file in the Office of the Village Clerk; and be
it further

RESOLVED,

that the primary purpose of the filing is to raise awareness of public officials to
potential conflicts in exercising their official duties; and be it further

RESOLVED,

that failure to file a current disclosure form by any such official shall not affect
the validity of any determination taken by the official.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
April 17, 2019
April 23, 2019

VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE DISCLOSURE & AFFIRMATION FORM
Related Party Questionnaire:
1. Have you or any related party of yours had any material interest, direct or indirect, in any transaction, in any pending
transaction or incomplete transaction to which the Village or any of its affiliates was, or is to be a party?
____Yes ____No
2. Have you or any related party of yours been indebted to the Village or any of its affiliates at any time? Please exclude
amounts due for real estate taxes on your principal residence, services normally provided to residents of the Village
and for ordinary travel and expense advances? ____Yes ____No
3. Have you or any related party of yours had any material interest, direct or indirect, in any transaction or in any
pending or incomplete transaction to which any pension, retirement, savings, or similar plan provided by the Village
or any of its affiliates was or is to be a party? Do not include payments to a plan or payments by the plan made
pursuant to the terms of the plan. ____Yes ____No
4. The Village is required to disclose the names of related parties, including individuals, if such parties have an
ownership or management control relationship with the Village sufficient to exert significant influence over the
Village’s management or operating policies which could cause significantly different operating results or financial
position of the Village. If you have such ownership or management control of another entity which could
significantly affect the operating results of financial position of the Village, please indicated the nature of the
relationship. ____Yes ____No
5. In performing public duties on behalf of the Village/Town of Scarsdale, I agree to recuse myself from taking part in
the decision making process where a personal or professional conflict(s) or appearance of conflict may result.
6. I acknowledge receipt of the Village of Scarsdale Code of Ethics, a copy of which is attached, and have read and
understood the same.
* If you answered “Yes” to any of the above questions, please attach a separate piece of paper with an explanation.
DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE:
Related Party: The Village Management, and members of their immediate families, and any other party with which the
Village may deal when one party has the ability to significantly influence the management or operating policies of the
other, to the extent that one of the transacting parties may be prevented from fully pursing its separate interest.
Management: Any person(s) having responsibility for achieving the objectives of the organization and the concomitant
authority to establish the policies and make decisions by which such objectives are to be pursued. It would normally
include members of the Board of Trustees, the Mayor, the Village Manager, the Assistant Village Manager, the Village
Treasurer, the Village Clerk, department heads and any other individual who performs similar policy making functions.
The answer to the forgoing questions are correctly stated to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Further, I affirm that I will not make any statements on behalf of the Board, Council or Committee that I am appointed to,
unless I am authorized by a majority of that Board, Council or Committee to speak on their behalf.
__________________________________
Print name

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
_____ day of ____________, 20__

__________________________________
Signature

________________________________
Notary

RESOLUTION RE:

AUTHORIZATION TO RETAIN PLANNING AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FIRM FOR
FREIGHTWAY REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT

WHEREAS,

in March 2017, the Village Board of Trustees established the Freightway Steering
Committee to develop a visioning study for the Freightway site, which consists of
2.5 acres of Village owned land located between Scarsdale Avenue and Garth
Road, currently used for commuter and merchant parking; and

WHEREAS,

in February 2018 the Freightway Steering Committee presented the Village Board
with its final study, the product of public engagement and collaboration with
technical planning and market professionals, which included several
recommendations, including utilizing a two-step process to engage a preferred
developer; and

WHEREAS,

on July 16, 2018 the Village commenced the initial step by distributing a Request
for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) for the Freightway Redevelopment Site to
garner information from the development community and help express to Village
officials the elements of a buildable and financially sustainable project; and

WHEREAS,

by the RFEI due date of October 15, 2018, the Village received seven responses
from the development community expressing their interest in the development of
the site and providing valuable insights on the potential components of such a
development project; and

WHEREAS,

these RFEI responses, coupled with the Freightway Steering Committee’s study,
will guide Village officials in developing a researched, comprehensive and
realistic Request for Proposal (RFP) document and selecting a preferred developer
for the project; and

WHEREAS,

the Village will require specialized planning and economic development services
throughout the Freightway Redevelopment Project, including but not limited to
the creation, issuance and evaluation of the RFPs; selection of a preferred
developer; assistance with the negotiations of a Purchase Sale and Development
Agreement; coordination of the State Environmental Quality Review Act
(SEQRA); representation of the Village before the land use boards; Public
Outreach and Communication, and any other such services that may arise during
the Freightway Redevelopment process; and

WHEREAS,

on April 1, 2019, April 8, 2019, April 11, 2019 and April 18, 2019 the Village
Board convened in work sessions to interview three qualified and well-respected
firms with expertise in municipal economic development projects such as the
Freightway Project, and
1

WHEREAS,

after thoughtful deliberation, the Village Board has decided to engage the
municipal planning firm of AKRF, through its Hudson Valley Office located in
White Plains, New York; and

WHEREAS,

AKRF has the requisite experience and breadth of knowledge to advise and
represent the Village on planning and economic development matters related to
the Freightway Redevelopment Project, said experience and the scope of services
to be provided are detailed in AKRF’s proposal included herein as Exhibit “A” to
the attached professional service agreement; and

WHEREAS,

AKRF shall provide the services described in Exhibit “A” and the VILLAGE
shall pay AKRF on an hourly basis pursuant to the billing rate schedule provided
for the various disciplines employed by AKRF for a not-to-exceed amount of
$55,000 for Tasks 1-4, which include RFP development, review of RFP
responses, assistance with preferred developer selection and public outreach; and

WHEREAS,

the range of fees identified for Tasks 5 and 6 regarding Planning, Zoning, SEQRA and
general Land Use Process Review and Oversight, will be funded by the preferred
developer selected for the project through the establishment of an escrow account
pursuant to New York State statute; now therefore be it further

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager is herein authorized to execute a professional services
agreement in substantially the same form as attached hereto, with AKRF, 34
South Broadway, Suite 401, White Plains, NY, 10601, for planning,
environmental and economic development services associated with the
Freightway Redevelopment Project; and be it further

RESOLVED,

that the not-to-exceed fee of $55,000 for Tasks 1-4 of said services shall be
funded through available appropriations in the FY 2018/19 and FY 2019/20
General Fund Operating Budget Account A 1990-SPCL-SPCL-500 8685-.0 –
Plan/Manage Freightway Development; and be it further

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager is further authorized to take all administrative acts
associated with this Agreement.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
April 19, 2019
April 23, 2019
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AKRF, INC. AND
VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE
THIS AGREEMENT, entered into this ______ day of _________, 2019, by and between AKRF, Inc., an
environmental, planning, and engineering consulting firm, having its principal place of business at 34
South Broadway, Suite 401, White Plains, NY 10601 hereinafter referred to as “AKRF” and the
VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE having its principal place of business at 1001 Post Road, Scarsdale, New
York 10583, hereinafter referred to as the “VILLAGE”;
WHEREAS, the VILLAGE intends to enter into a contract with the AKRF to provide professional
consulting services in connection with the Freightway Site Redevelopment Project (the “Project”); as
further described in Exhibit “A” – AKRF Proposal.
WHEREAS, AKRF has represented that it possesses sufficient professional skills and experience to
perform said services in a complete, timely and professional manner;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants hereinafter contained, the parties hereto
agree as follows:
I.

SCOPE OF WORK

The services to be performed under this Agreement involve the performance of professional planning
consulting services related to the Freightway Site Redevelopment Project. AKRF shall perform in a
proper manner to the satisfaction of the VILLAGE, the scope of services identified in Exhibit “A”,
attached hereto and made a part hereof.
II. STANDARD OF CARE AND TIME OF PERFORMANCE
AKRF shall render the work, any extra work and all other obligations under this Agreement in
accordance with the standard of care and skill ordinarily used by reputable members of the same
profession practicing under similar circumstances at the same time and in the same locale (“Standard
of Care”). The services to be performed hereunder shall commence upon authorization from the
VILLAGE and shall be expeditiously completed consistent with the Standard of Care..
III.

COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT

AKRF shall provide the services described above and detailed in Exhibit “A” and the VILLAGE shall
pay AKRF on an hourly basis pursuant to the billing rate schedule provided for the various disciplines
employed by AKRF for a not-to-exceed amount of $55,000 for Tasks 1-4. The range of fees
identified for Tasks 5 and 6 regarding Planning, Zoning, SEQRA and general Land Use Process
Review and Oversight, will be funded by the preferred developer selected for the project through the
establishment of an escrow account pursuant to New York State statute. The VILLAGE and AKRF
understand that the not-to-exceed amounts are estimates and the VILLAGE and preferred developer
are only responsible for the actual billable hours which may ultimately total less than the estimates.
The amount invoiced and payment shall be based on the actual work completed. AKRF shall submit
invoices prepared in the time sequence and in such form as the VILLAGE may require. The
VILLAGE shall release regular payments to AKRF within forty-five (45) days of receipt and
approval of such by the VILLAGE.
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IV.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS

AKRF shall observe and abide by all applicable laws, ordinances and regulations of federal, state and
local governments in connection with the work performed hereunder.
V.

SUBCONTRACT AND ASSIGNMENT

This Agreement shall not be assigned or subcontracted, in whole or part, without the prior written
consent of the VILLAGE. Approval by the VILLAGE of any subcontractor shall not relieve AKRF
of any liability or responsibility for the proper performance of the work under this Agreement.
VI.

TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE

The VILLAGE shall have the right at any time to terminate this Agreement in whole, or in part, by
written notice to AKRF. Upon receipt of this notice AKRF shall immediately discontinue
performance and not place any further orders and promptly cancel all orders to subcontractors;
In the event of termination for convenience, the VILLAGE shall pay AKRF for all work completed to
the date of termination. However, in no event shall the VILLAGE be obligated to pay more than the
aggregate contract amount taking into account any previously paid amounts.
VII.

DEFAULT

Should AKRF breach any provisions of this Agreement the VILLAGE shall retain all rights and
remedies provided by law and equity and under the terms and conditions of this Agreement;
The VILLAGE shall have the right at any time to terminate this Agreement in whole, or part, if
AKRF fails to perform any of its obligations, or if AKRF fails to give the VILLAGE assurance of
adequate performance within ten (10) working days after written request by the VILLAGE for
assurances;
In the event of a breach of the Agreement by AKRF, the VILLAGE may:
A. Withhold payment of any further amounts that may be due AKRF until the Default is corrected,
and/or
B. Declare AKRF to be in default,
C. Cancel this Agreement in whole or in part,
D. Pursue any and all other remedies afforded by law or equity;
If the termination is brought about as a result of unsatisfactory performance on the part of AKRF, the
value of the work performed by AKRF prior to termination shall be established by the percent of the
amount of such work completed by AKRF, acceptable to the VILLAGE, of the total amount of work
contemplated by this Agreement.
VIII.

INSPECTIONS

All work performed by AKRF shall be subject to inspection and approval by the VILLAGE at all
times, but such approval shall not relieve AKRF of responsibility for the proper performance of work.
AKRF shall provide sufficient, safe and proper facilities at all times for such inspection of the work,
shall furnish all information concerning the work and grant the Village’s authorized representatives
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free access at reasonable times to AKRF’s worksites under which the scope of all work pursuant to
this Agreement is to be performed.
IX.

EXTRA WORK

Should AKRF be of the opinion that any work directed by the VILLAGE to be performed is beyond
the scope of this Agreement and may constitute "extra work”, AKRF shall promptly notify the
VILLAGE in writing of this fact prior to beginning any of the perceived “extra work” and proceed
only if the VILLAGE agrees in writing that said task(s) constitute “extra work”. Upon agreement
between the VILLAGE and AKRF on the eligibility of “extra work”, the parties shall concur in
writing on the amount of hours and compensation for any “extra work” in a fair and equitable
manner, either through a lump sum amount, or on hourly basis in accordance with the rate schedule
described in Exhibit “A”.
X.

INDEMNIFICATION

AKRF shall be responsible for all damage to life and property due to negligent activities caused by it,
its subcontractors, agents or employees in connection with its services under this Agreement. AKRF
specifically agrees that its subcontractors, agents, or employees shall possess the experience,
knowledge and character necessary to qualify them individually for the particular duties they perform.
Further, it is expressly understood that AKRF shall indemnify and hold harmless the VILLAGE from
all claims, actions, liabilities, losses, damages and costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and all
other costs of defense, of every name and description resulting from the negligent performance of the
services completed under the scope of this Agreement. This shall include intentional acts, negligent
performance of services, within the meaning of this Article, in addition to negligence founded upon
tort, negligence based upon AKRF’s failure to meet the Standard of Care and resulting in obvious or
patent errors in the progression of its work;
Nothing in this Article or in this Agreement shall create or give to third parties any claim or right of
action against AKRF, or the VILLAGE beyond such as may legally exist irrespective of this Article
or this Agreement.
XI.

INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

AKRF shall, during the performance of the Work, maintain the following insurance in the types and
amounts and with insurers satisfactory to the VILLAGE:
1) Worker’s Compensation:

Statutory requirements at work locations in accordance
with Contractor’s established program for employees;

2) Employer’s Liability:

$1,000,000;

3) General Bodily Injury:

$1,000,000 each occurrence;

4) General Property Damage:

$2,000,000 each occurrence;

5) Automobile Bodily Injury:

$1,000,000 per injury and
$1,000,000 each occurrence;

6) Automobile Property Damage:

$1,000,000 each occurrence;

7) Professional Liability:

$1,000,000 per claim and $2,000,000 in the aggregate;

8) Valuable Papers:

$50,000;
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Prior to commencing work, AKRF shall furnish the VILLAGE with Certificates of Insurance for the
above referenced policies/coverages as evidence of the required insurance and such certificate shall
name the Village of Scarsdale as an additional insured. The certificate shall provide for thirty (30)
days written notice to the VILLAGE prior to cancellation thereof. New and current certificates shall
be provided at each policy renewal. All required minimum limits of insurance can be satisfied by a
combination of underlying policies and excess/umbrella coverage.
XII.

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT

AKRF shall perform services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement as the
VILLAGE’s independent consultant, and is responsible for the means and methods used in
performing services under this Agreement. The relationship between the VILLAGE and AKRF is that
of an independent contractor to a contract vendor without any employer/employee relationship. The
Village Board of Trustees, through the Village Manager, shall be the general administrator and
coordinator of AKRF’s services for the Project.
XIII.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

This Agreement shall be governed by, and interpreted under, the laws of the State of New York. The
venue for mediation, arbitration or legal proceedings arising out of this Agreement shall be
Westchester County, New York.
The parties shall negotiate in good faith to resolve any disputes that arise out of this Agreement.
Any controversy, claim, counter claim, dispute and/or other matters in question between the
VILLAGE and AKRF, not otherwise resolved, arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or breach
thereof, shall be settled by arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association in
accordance with its construction Industry Arbitration Rules and judgment on the award rendered by
the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
XIV.

RECORDS

Financial records of AKRF pertinent to compensation and payments under this Agreement shall be
kept in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices;
AKRF shall maintain all records (financial and other) and calculations on file in legible form;
AKRF shall provide copies of these records upon request by the Village, provided such requests are
reasonable and fair;
Except for AKRF’s standard details and specifications, all drawings, specifications, reports,
information or data prepared by or furnished to AKRF in connection with any or all work to be
performed under this Agreement shall be the property of the VILLAGE and shall be immediately
forwarded to the VILLAGE, upon request.
XV.

PARTIAL INVALIDITY

If any term, covenant, condition or provision of this Agreement is found by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, void, or unenforceable the remainder of the provisions, hereof, shall remain
in full force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated thereby.
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XVI.

TRANSFERABILITY OF INTEREST

AKRF shall not assign, sublet, or otherwise transfer its interest in this Agreement without the written
consent of the VILLAGE.
XVII. GOVERNING LAWS
The validity or construction of this Agreement, as well as the rights and duties of the parties
hereinunder, shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York.
XVIII. AGREEMENT DOCUMENTS/SUPPLEMENTS
The following exhibits, supplements or addendums form an integral part of this Agreement and shall
be incorporated herein by reference:
Exhibit “A” -

AKRF Proposal

XIX. ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Agreement constitutes the whole agreement between the parties with respect to the subject
matter contained herein and there are no terms other than those contained herein. No modification or
amendment of this Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed by their
duly authorized representatives on the day and year first above written.
Village of Scarsdale
_________________________
Name

AKRF, Inc.
Nina S. Peek, AICP
_________________________
Name

_________________________
Signature
_________________________
Title

_________________________
Signature
Vice President
_________________________
Title
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STATE OF NEW YORK
ss:
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
On the ____ day of ____________, 2019, before me personally appeared Nina S. Peek, AICP
personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument and who acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

___________________________________
Notary Public

STATE OF NEW YORK
ss:
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
On the _____ day of ____________, 2019, before me personally appeared Stephen M.
Pappalardo personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
individual whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and who acknowledged to me that he is the
Village Manager of the Village of Scarsdale and that he is authorized executed the same.

____________________________________
Notary Public
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For:

VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE FREIGHTWAY REDEVELOPMENT SITE
PROFESSIONAL PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Presented to: Village of Scarsdale

www.akrf.com

Date: April 18, 2019
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Village of Scarsdale Freightway Redevelopment Site
Professional Planning and Economic Development Services

Environmental, Planning, and Engineering Consultants
34 South Broadway
Suite 401
White Plains, NY 10601
tel: 914 949-7336
fax: 914 949-7559
www.akrf.com

April 18, 2019
Village of Scarsdale Department of Planning
Attn: Elizabeth Marrinan, AICP, Village Planner
Scarsdale Village Hall
1001 Post Road, 2nd Floor
Scarsdale, New York 10583

Re:

Freightway Redevelopment Site – Professional Planning and Economic Development Services

Dear Ms. Marrinan:
The Village of Scarsdale is proud of its historic character and distinctive architecture - characteristics AKRF
has helped communities preserve for over 35 years. We have provided planning services to over 25
communities throughout the Hudson Valley, and are well-known for our steady commitment to quality,
integrity, and reliability. Our planners are thoughtful, responsive, and experienced in community planning
needs and opportunities, and we are excited at the prospect of working with the Village of Scarsdale.
We believe that AKRF is extremely well suited to assist the Village with all of the services required for a
comprehensive review of the Freightway Redevelopment Site project. AKRF’s full service, in-house
technical resources – economic development and impact analysis, land use planning, natural resources
assessment, geotechnical and hazardous materials investigation, air quality, noise quality, urban design,
transportation engineering, and civil engineering – enable us to apply expertise in all areas related to the
application. We believe our interdisciplinary firm provides a tremendous advantage to our clients in terms
of our thoughtfulness and efficiency of time and cost.
In addition to the specific Transit Oriented Development (TOD) and economic development services
highlighted in the attached materials, AKRF serves as the municipal planner for communities throughout
the Hudson Valley - both as staff and for on-call assignments. We work in large and small towns, villages
and cities, rural and urban settings and for public and private sector clients. We understand how to most
efficiently navigate projects through the review and approvals process – a skill that will be an asset to the
both the Village and the selected developer.
Our municipal clients have come to value our dedicated and experienced staff. To provide the Village with
that same level of local commitment, Peter Feroe and I will be the Village’s primary points of contact, from
our local office in White Plains. Therefore, while the Village would benefit from the collective expertise of
over 300 professionals at AKRF, it would also enjoy the benefits of local knowledge, attention, and
experience.
As you know, AKRF submitted a Proposal to the Village on March 15, 2019 in response to the Village’s
RFP for professional planning and economic development services. At AKRF’s second interview with the
Village Board on April 12, 2019, the Village requested a refined scope of work and estimated budget for
New York City ● Hudson Valley Region ● Capital District ● Long Island ● Baltimore / Washington Area ● New Jersey ● Philadelphia
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various tasks that were more clearly defined through the selection/interview process. As such, this letter
specifies the services that AKRF shall provide.
We appreciate the opportunity to assist the Village with your consideration and review of this exciting
project. Please do not hesitate to contact me via phone (914-922-2380) or email (npeek@akrf.com) or Peter
Feroe (914-922-2370) or email (pferoe@akrf.com) if you have any questions. Thank you, again, for this
opportunity.
Sincerely,
AKRF, Inc.

Nina Peek, AICP
Vice President, Director of Hudson Valley Office
cc:

Stephen M. Pappalardo, Village Manager
Ingrid M. Richards, Assistant Village Manager

Peter Feroe, AICP
Senior Technical Director

Village of Scarsdale
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING AND APPROACH
AKRF’s experience with similar assignments has reinforced two keys to a project’s success:


Public private partnerships (P3) succeed when each party is as committed to achieving the others’
goals as they are to their own goals; and



Development projects succeed when there is a balance between the SEQRA required ‘hard look’
and the community’s goals to advance catalytic redevelopment on a strategic site.

To be successful in this endeavor, it is essential that the Village of Scarsdale find a private development
partner who can deliver high quality development to the site, that also meets the Village’s vision as laid out
in the 2018 Freightway Site Redevelopment Study.
Successful public/private partnerships (P3) are based on a foundation of clear goals and objectives and the
knowledge that the best outcome is one that is mutually beneficial to all parties. The redevelopment of the
Freightway site presents the Village and the selected developer with an exciting opportunity to introduce a
contextual mixed-use development project that capitalizes on the adjacency to the Metro North Railroad
station. To facilitate the development, the Village would consider amendments to the Zoning Code to allow
for additional density, provided there is a comparable public benefit. While the Village currently owns the
development parcel, it may be transferred (via sale or ground lease) to private developers or investors. Prior
to executing this transaction, the Village has committed to a well-considered process to maximize the value
of the transaction. To achieve a viable mixed-use development on the 2.5 acre Freightway site, the Village
issued a RFEI and received seven detailed development proposals. These proposals provide a range of
alternatives with varied approaches toward the scale and value of the redevelopment opportunity. The next
step for the Village is to issue an RFP and evaluate the developer proposals.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
AKRF proposes the following scope of services. These services are based on AKRF’s understanding of the
project as outlined in our March 15, 2019 proposal and refined based on two meetings with the Village
Board of Trustees and Village staff.
Task 1: Refine, Circulate, and Respond to Questions on the RFP
AKRF understands the Village has prepared a draft RFP for the Freightway site. As such, AKRF would
work with the Village to refine the RFP as needed. AKRF’s review would focus on ensuring the RFP:
Addresses critical development details identified by the RFEI submissions;
Clearly articulates the Village’s desired planning outcomes without proscribing an overly detailed
development framework; and,
• Addresses the ways in which the RFEI submissions were or were not in conformance with those
outcomes.
As part of this task, AKRF would meet with Village Planning and other staff and would visit the site with
staff and Board representatives.

•
•

Given the progress that the Village has made with respect to preparing the RFP, AKRF believes that
finalizing the RFP would take 6-8 weeks from Notice to Proceed.
After the RFP is circulated, AKRF would work with the Village to coordinate the pre-submittal and site
inspection meeting, and we would attend this meeting with the prospective bidders. Following this meeting,
and a written comment period, AKRF would prepare draft responses to prospective bidder’s questions and
finalize the responses in coordination with the Village.

Village of Scarsdale
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Task 2: Evaluation of RFP Responses
AKRF will work with the Village to set up an evaluation committee that would include: Village staff,
Village legal counsel, and members of the Village Board of Trustees, Planning Board and others as
necessary and appropriate. The evaluation committee would:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review and rank the proposals according to evaluation criteria, summarize critical issues, risks and
questions for proposed developer teams;
Select the top three or four proposers;
Develop questions and requests for additional information from proposers;
Determine the format for follow-up with proposers (e.g., written questions, telephone interview, formal
presentations);
Conduct interviews for top finalists, if the Village so elects;
Finalize the evaluation and select the preferred proposer; and,
Summarize the results of the evaluation.

AKRF will develop an evaluation form to provide an objective framework within which the Village would
review the proposals. Evaluation criteria would include qualitative and quantitative metrics including:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Economic Development Potential: Potential for the proposed development to promote additional
economic development within the Village;
Urban Design: Ability of the proposed development to adhere to sound urban design principles and
design guidelines as defined in the Freightway Redevelopment Study, the Comprehensive Plan and
through consultation with the Village’s Board of Architectural Review (BAR);
Project Phasing: Proposed program to maintain operations at the parking areas during construction;
Fiscal Impact: Impact to fiscal revenues of Village/County;
Community Benefit: Additional community benefits & amenities included within the proposal; and
Identified Community Needs: Responsiveness of the proposed project to identified community needs.

Task 3: Selection and Negotiation with Preferred Developer
Each member of the Evaluation Committee would prepare an evaluation form for each response to the RFP.
AKRF would aggregate the responses and present a summary to the Evaluation Committee. AKRF would
also review each submission and provide the Committee with an analysis of the development assumptions
and community impact assumptions included in each proposal.
Once the Village selects a preferred developer, AKRF would work with the Village and its legal counsel to
negotiate a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), or similar document, specifying the roles and
responsibilities of the developer and the Village and a schedule for review and implementation of the
development project. The MOU would specify the selected developer/Applicant would fund an escrow
account to accommodate the Village’s consultant fees related to the SEQRA review of the proposed project.
The MOU would also detail the terms, frequency and process for replenishment.
As part of this task, AKRF can help the Village understand the value of the additional density contemplated
on the Freightway site. For our work with the Village of Port Chester, AKRF developed a methodology to
quantify this benefit for the proposed redevelopment of the former United Hospital site.
AKRF believes that Tasks 2 and 3, Evaluation of RFP Responses and Selection and Negotiation with
Preferred Developer, would take approximately 6-8 weeks.

Village of Scarsdale
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Task 4: Public Outreach
The current level of community support for the redevelopment effort was the result, in no small part, of the
extensive outreach effort that was conducted during the development of the 2018 Freightway Site
Redevelopment Study. As such, AKRF would support the Village in developing and carrying out a similarly
robust public outreach process during the RFP development and selection process. This effort would not
seek to cover the same ground as the previous study. Rather, this outreach effort would focus on:
1. Refining the broad goals identified in the 2018 study;
2. Keeping the public apprised of the RFP process, and the broader SEQRA and redevelopment process.
This would include preparing and maintaining a project schedule, with a special emphasis on
identifying the formal and informal opportunities for the community to provide feedback; and,
3. Providing summary information about the potential impacts of any development on the Freightway
site to help ground the community discussion about future development. These summaries would
include information about the differences in impacts that this development, by virtue of its transitoriented nature and multi-family design, may have from conventional mixed-use development projects.
AKRF understands that outreach efforts may include community presentations and/or meetings with
targeted stakeholder groups (e.g., neighborhood associations) and would likely begin during Task 1 and
continue through Task 3. The first step in this process is to develop a public outreach strategy that is
responsive to both the procedural concerns expressed by the community (i.e., what is happening and how
is a developer being selected) and the substantive concerns expressed by the community (i.e., impacts to
schools and traffic). Elements of this strategy may include providing updates for the Village’s Freightway
redevelopment webpage, drafting text for community newsletters or e-news blasts, attending neighborhood
or community meetings, preparing information on the potential school and traffic impacts of similarly
situated multi-family redevelopment projects, and/or coordinating large-scale community engagement
meetings.
Task 5: Planning, Zoning, and SEQRA Review
Once the Village has selected a preferred developer, the Village Board of Trustees will initiate the SEQRA
process, by declaring their intent to serve as Lead Agency for the environmental review. The Proposed
Action is a Type I Action under SEQRA and it is anticipated that an Environmental Impact Statement will
be required to evaluate the potential for adverse impacts and the benefits provided by the proposed
development. As noted in the Freightway Site Redevelopment Study, the Village would consider amending
zoning to facilitate development, including potentially allowing additional density provided concomitant
public benefits were proposed. The selected developer/applicant would draft the proposed zoning text
amendment and Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements, based on a scope of work developed in
consultation with the Village and AKRF. It is assumed that the Village (i.e., AKRF, Counsel, and Staff)
would draft the Statement of Environmental Findings (the Findings Statement), documenting impacts and
proposed mitigation therefore.
AKRF’s role throughout the SEQRA process would involve reviewing all materials submitted by the
selected developer/applicant, preparing and posting notices, and attending and presenting at Public
Hearings.
The proposed development project will require approvals from, at minimum, the Village Board of Trustees
(zoning change), the Village Planning Board (Site Plan) and Board of Architectural Review (BAR). In
addition, the project will require close coordination with local agencies (school district, emergency services
and community facilities providers) and the project team must continue to actively engage with the
community throughout the development process. The project will also require approvals from regional and
state agencies, including in particular – MTA Metro North Railroad. AKRF will assist the Village with any
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required coordination, including preparing required correspondence, circulating materials, facilitating and
attending meetings, reviewing materials and making presentations.
Task 6: Land Use Process Review
In addition to SEQRA related support, AKRF’s planners, site/civil engineers and other technical staff would
support the Village’s boards, including the Planning Board, Zoning Board (if necessary), and Board of
Architectural Review in their review of the development application. Prior to each meeting, AKRF would
review the submitted materials and prepare a review letter and a one-page Project Summary Sheet
summarizing the salient project review issues and required actions. The Project Summary Sheet is a tool
we have developed and used in other municipalities that keeps the Boards informed and up-to-date on
substantive and procedural matters affecting each application. The Project Summary Sheet is not meant to
replace the regular recording of the meeting minutes, but we have found this tool useful to quickly identify
what has been accomplished by the Board in terms of application processing, the expected actions of the
Board at a particular meeting, and the steps that are likely to follow. AKRF would maintain Project
Summary Sheets throughout the duration of the approvals process.
AKRF would be available to meet with Board members, Village staff, and other consultants either on the
telephone or at meetings to discuss applications, coordinate review, or perform site visits.
KEY AKRF STAFF MEMBERS, EMPLOYEE CATEGORY, AND PROJECT ROLE:
Nina Peek, AICP, Vice President; Principal in Charge.
Nina runs AKRF’s White Plains office, is Director of Planning for the Hudson Valley and will serve as
Principal-in-Charge for this assignment. Nina will ensure AKRF provides the Village with dedicated staff
hat have the required expertise tailored to the assignment. Nina leads specialty project consulting in various
Hudson Valley communities including for the Village of Port Chester, City of New Rochelle, and Towns
of Phillipstown, Dover, Fishkill and the Poughkeepsie.
Peter Feroe, AICP, Sr. Technical Director; Project Manager
As Project Manager, Peter would be the main point of contact for the Village. He has extensive experience
working with municipalities throughout the Hudson Valley, evaluating projects from stem to stern. Peter
will oversee and coordinate the work of all team members. Peter will also manage the administrative
requirements of the project, including contracting and project reporting.
John Neill, Vice President; Task Leader, Fiscal Impact Analysis
John Neill is the Director of the firm’s Economic and Real Estate Advisory Services practice and is an
Economist with AKRF. John will lead the review and evaluation of developer responses to the RFP. In
addition to his extensive portfolio of fiscal impact analyses, John frequently coordinates outreach efforts,
and facilitates public discussions for development projects. He has worked extensively with stakeholder
groups, and recognizes the importance of understanding the unique characteristics, challenges, and
opportunities presented by large scale development projects.
Christian Michel, CCIM, MBA, Sr. Technical Director; Task Leader, RFP/Real Estate Services
Christian will support the fiscal and economic analysis task. Christian focuses on economic feasibility
studies, demographic and real estate market analyses, financial and fiscal impact analyses, and highest-andbest use assessments. Christian brings to the Village, significant experience with public-private
partnerships and evaluating development proposals to ensure they meet the needs of the community and
the applicant.
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Michael Beattie, P.E., PTOE; Vice President; Task Leader, Traffic and Transportation
Michael will lead the traffic impact analysis for this assignment. Mike currently leads AKRF’s efforts as
the on call traffic consultant for the Village of Port Chester and the City of New Rochelle. His work has
included creating a complete street design approach for several downtown corridors, mitigating cut-through
traffic c in residential neighborhoods, identifying opportunities to improve downtown circulation, and
developing advanced simulation models of pedestrian and vehicular movements.
Evan R. Sweet, Professional II; Planner & Economic Development Specialist
Evan will support the project team’s fiscal and economic impact analyses Evan’s experience includes
working with municipal and private clients developing and negotiating economic incentive packages;
reviewing and preparing evaluation methodologies utilizing both quantitative (geo-statistical) and
qualitative analyses.
Krithika Prabhakaran, Professional II; Planner
Krithika will serve as Deputy Project Manager for this assignment, supporting Peter and Nina with all
aspects of the project. As a trained architect, Krithika will also contribute spatial analyses and urban design
expertise in review of the proposed development project.

FEE SCHEDULE
Given the significant uncertainty related to the level of effort that will be required for each task, it is difficult
to estimate a fee for this assignment. As such, for Tasks 1-4, which will be funded by the Village, we have
provided an approximate fee based on expected hours allocated for Tasks 1-4 (see Table 1). AKRF costs
would be billed to the Village at our Standard Hourly Rates (see Table 2). AKRF would not exceed these
values without written authorization from the Village.
For Tasks 5 and 6, we have provided the initial DEIS tasks and provided a range of costs, and assumptions
therefor, for this preliminary stage of the Village’s SEQRA review. Please note: For Tasks 5 and 6, as
permitted by SEQRA, fees incurred by the Village for review of an EIS and for preparation of SEQRA
documents (e.g., DEIS Scope, Statement of Environmental Findings) may be recovered by the Village,
directly from the Applicant, up to a threshold amount calculated as a percentage of total project value.
AKRF costs incurred for SEQRA EIS Review, and preparation of associated SEQRA documentation would
be billed to the Village at our Standard Hourly Rates (see Table 2), which may then recover costs from the
Applicant through an established escrow account. AKRF will provide detailed accounting of the hours spent
on the project and a summary of the work produced. AKRF is sensitive to the need to maintain appropriate
billing levels for project applications. As such, AKRF bills on quarter- hour intervals and maintains careful
records as to work performed during each billed interval. Fielding telephone calls from Village officials,
Village staff, or project applicants would only be charged for substantive work performed on the review of
a project application.
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Table 1
Fee Schedule
Task

Estimated Total Hours

Approximate Fee

Task 1 – Refine, Circulate, and Respond to Questions on RFP
Task 2 – Evaluation of RFP Responses
Task 3 – Selection and Negotiation with Preferred Developer1
Task 4: Public Outreach (prior to initiating SEQRA)2
Develop Outreach Strategy
Prepare for and attend two public engagement meetings

100
30-50
30-50
115

$20,000
$4,500 - $7,500
$4,500 - $7,500
$20,000

Low End Estimate4

High End Estimate4

Review5

Task 5: Planning, Zoning, and SEQRA
Project Initiation and Scoping
$25,000
$30,000
Review preliminary zoning text, concept plan, and Full EAF; Meet with Applicant and Staff to Discuss
Attend Board of Trustees meeting at which “Notice of Intent to Declare Lead Agency” (NOI) is adopted; Make
process presentation
Circulate NOI to Involved and Interested Agencies and aggregate comments
Prepare “Determination of Significance;” Attend Board meeting at which determination is adopted, Applicant’s
proposed DEIS Scoping Outline is circulated, and public scoping meetings are set
Attend public scoping meetings (assume two meetings)
Perform technical review Applicant’s proposed DEIS Scoping Outline; Aggregate public and agency comments;
Prepare final DEIS Scoping Outline
Attend Board of Trustees meeting at which DEIS Scoping Outline is adopted and make presentation on Scoping
Outline and SEQRA process
Review Preliminary DEIS (pDEIS)
$25,000
$50,000
Review Revised pDEIS
$15,000
$30,000
Meetings through DEIS acceptance (Village Boards, Technical
Meetings with Applicant, Agency coordination)
$10,000
$20,000
DEIS Public Hearings
$5,000
$10,000
Review Preliminary FEIS (pFEIS)
$20,000
$40,000
Review Revised pFEIS
$15,000
$30,000
Statement of Environmental Findings
$10,000
$20,000
Task 6: Land Use Process Review5
Meetings allowance for Land Use Boards during DEIS/FEIS
process
$10,000
$20,000
Review Site Plan and Other Approval Documents
$20,000
$40,000
Notes:
1.
The cost of this task could vary significantly depending on the level of effort requested by the Village with respect to an analysis
of the potential value of increased density on the Freightway Site.
2.
The final cost of this task will depend on the scope of the public outreach strategy that is required. AKRF will update this
estimated fee when the public outreach strategy is finalized and a final scope can be established.
3.
Direct expenses, including mileage, printing, publication, mailing/shipping, would be billed at cost. Assume this will be 5% - 10%
of the total labor fee.
4.
The fees provided for Tasks 5 and 6 are estimates only. Typically, the costs for SEQRA review for a project of this scale are
between 10% - 15% of the cost to prepare the document. The actual costs of these tasks will depend on the level of effort
required, which will be influenced by, among other factors, the amount of public and agency involvement, the level of
completeness of documents submitted by the Applicant, the responsiveness of the Applicant to the Village’s comments, and the
technical issues identified in the environmental review process.
5.
Per 6 CRR-NY 617.13, costs incurred by a municipality for preparation or review of SEQRA documents (e.g., Notices,
Resolutions, DEIS Scoping Document, DEIS, FEIS, Statement of Environmental Findings) may be recovered from the applicant
via an established escrow account. As such, fees for Tasks 5 and 6 will be invoiced to the Village, which would then recover all
costs from the selected developer/Applicant.
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Table 2
AKRF Hourly Rate Schedule

Employee Category

Hourly Rate

Senior Officer

$245

Officer

$225

Senior Technical Director

$210

Technical Director

$200

Senior Professional

$180

Professional II

$145

Professional I

$130

Technical II

$125

Technical I

$100

Notes:
Out of pocket expenses will be billed at actual cost.
These rates are effective through December 31, 2019

FIRM O VER VIE W

As a medium-sized company, AKRF combines the breadth and
resources of larger firms with the specialized knowhow and attentiveness offered by smaller ones to complete a wide variety of projects, and deliver solutions with substantial, measurable value. Our
experience in the field and commitment to our clients has made
us one of the most respected firms in the Northeast. Because we
work in a variety of settings for both public and private clients, we
have particular expertise in planning for communities, where our
professional skills are used to address conservation, preservation
and community design.
Our planning work focuses on local issues that extend beyond
traditional implementation tools, such as zoning, and include
funding techniques, grant writing, design controls, incentive
programs, environmental regulations and public-private partnerships. Regardless of the project or client, AKRF prides itself
in providing realistic, achievable planning concepts that can
be implemented and help shape local development patterns.
AKRF has extensive experience assisting municipalities with
comprehensive planning and implementation strategies. AKRF is
experienced in brownfield redevelopment planning, land use and
zoning analysis, and crafting contemporary zoning instrument
that result in desirable and compatible development. We have
analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of existing zoning codes,
updated traditional zoning codes, and developed new progressive zoning tools to achieve a wide variety of goals for downtown
centers, suburban areas, and rural communities. These codes have
transformed downtowns and former industrial areas into vibrant
mixed-use communities, while protecting environmentally sensitive land, and integrating open space into communities that are
seeing significant development pressure.
AKRF has a successful history of working with local communities
and regional, State and Federal agencies on complex, multi-disciplinary, and high-profile projects with ambitious schedules and
strict deadlines. We have a full complement of professional staff
to provide all the services required for this assignment. Given the
depth of our staff, we are able to nimbly accommodate multiple
assignments, in wide ranging geographies ensuring competent
attention to our clients. We are proud to be able to mobilize staff
quickly, coordinate multi-specialty teams, and meet the deadlines of the ‘near impossible’ schedules that are often required.
On projects large and small, AKRF’s strategic problem-solving

approach sets us apart. AKRF has significant experience helping
clients quickly identify critical issues and potential challenges
early on, ensuring that their projects are completed as smoothly
and cost-effectively as possible.
AKRF has built a distinguished reputation of being a premier firm
because:

• We are always strategic in our approach. We understand the
implications of our work—not only on the technical analysis,
but also on public policy and issues of community concern.

• We are problem solvers, not planning-by-the-book
consultants. Our creative approach means we develop the
most appropriate, tailored solutions to project challenges.

• We offer the full array of technical specialists (acknowledged
experts in their fields) for planning, engineering, and
environmental review.

• We meet our clients’ deadlines without sacrificing quality.
Our people know what it takes to get the job done right and
on time.

• We have close working relationships with reviewing agencies
and other interested parties, which helps us expedite
our clients’ projects through the often complex approval
process.

• We treat all our clients’ projects with the same dedication.
No assignment is too large or too small—and all get the time
and attention of our seasoned professionals.

MUNICIPAL PLANNING
AKRF’s municipal and regional planners provide a range of services
to communities throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast.
Our staff prepares Open Space and Farmland Plans, Trail Plans,
Watershed Management, Habitat Protection, Sustainable Master
Plans, Special Area Plans, and Zoning Amendments; conduct site
plan, subdivision, and State Environmental Quality Review Act
(SEQRA) reviews; and manage special projects for cities, towns,
villages, and counties.
To provide our clients with thorough analyses, plans, or designs,
our staff evaluate existing conditions, build consensus with
involved parties, and develop strategies to support sustainable
growth, all while respecting the local character of a neighborhood,
Village, or region. From planning and design of small community
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gateways and centers to transforming manufacturing areas into
vibrant commercial development to integrating regional transportation, economic, and redevelopment studies, AKRF applies
this approach to community planning and regional development.
No matter the scale of the assignment, our planners focus first
on the objectives and desired outcomes. Utilizing a strong public
engagement process, we work closely with all stakeholders to
ensure that our assignment addresses the needs of the decision
makers and the general public.

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REVIEW
ACT (SEQRA)
AKRF has an unparalleled expertise and practical working knowledge of the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). We have prepared
thousands of environmental compliance documents on behalf
of public, institutional, and private clients for projects large and
small, ranging from a Generic Environmental Impact Statement
(GEIS) for a 40-million-square-foot rezoning in Manhattan to
Environmental Assessment Forms (EAFs) for site-specific parking
lot and stormwater management plans. We often are called on
by lead agencies to serve as technical reviewers and process
managers. Whatever the circumstance, our staff regularly facilitates, administers, and presents at SEQRA public hearings and
other community meetings. Our senior staff regularly advises,
teaches and lectures, and provides expert testimony on SEQRA
and environmental issues.
The land and economic planning and development processes are
complicated in New York State. We pride ourselves in our ability
to comprehensively guide developers and municipalities through
the SEQRA process to ensure that all procedural and substantive
environmental issues have been addressed in an open and efficient manner. We also pride ourselves in our ability to communicate very technical matters to board members and the general
public in a way that leads to an improved understanding of the
key issues at hand. This ability has enabled our developer clients
to obtain approvals for significant development projects in the
face of potential public opposition.

ECONOMIC & REAL ESTATE ADVISORY
SERVICES
DEMOGRAPHICS & MARKET CONDITIONS
We provide demographic and market studies for residential,
commercial, industrial, and mixed-use projects. Private-sector
clients call on AKRF to determine or test demand for their real
estate developments, and to help them navigate the public
approval process by forecasting potential socioeconomic impacts.
Public-sector clients frequently use our services to plan for population and job growth and to verify the market for proposed real
estate projects. Specific areas of expertise include:

• Market and feasibility studies
• Consumer spending analysis
• Capture rate/gap analysis
• Affordable housing demand analysis
• Demographic trends and forecasts
• Online and intercept surveys
• CEQR/SEQR/NEPA socioeconomic impact and environmental
justice analyses

REAL ESTATE & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
We help public development agencies and private real estate
investors determine how best to generate sustainable economic
development in a region, town, neighborhood, or single development parcel. Our staff work to maximize development opportunities by weighing economic, financial, environmental, and physical
factors, setting priorities, and evaluating the public and private
return on investment. Our services include:

• Corridor studies / Revitalization strategy / Blight studies
• Transit Oriented Development (TOD) studies
• Research & Development (R&D) studies
• Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats analysis
• Highest-and-best use analysis / Financial feasibility studies
• Urban renewal plans
• Cash-flow analysis / Site selection studies
• Public private partnership (P3) strategy
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NINA S. PEEK, AICP
VICE PRESIDENT, HUDSON VALLEY OFFICE, DIRECTOR

N

ina Peek is a Vice President and Director of AKRF’s
Hudson Valley planning practice with over 25 years
of experience providing a broad range of public and
private sector clients with land use planning, public engagement, and environmental consulting services. Her work
has included transit oriented development plans, corridor
studies, new multi-use trailways and trailway master plans;
and open space and farmland protection plans. Nina has a
comprehensive and varied resume of NEPA and SEQRA reviews for on-call assignments
and extensive expertise managing land planning, design, permitting, infrastructure
and construction projects throughout the Hudson Valley. In addition, Ms. Peek has
deep management experience assembling and directing teams, building consensus
on goals and objectives, and completing projects on schedule and on budget.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
NANUET TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT AND SEQRA
REVIEW, TOWN OF CLARKSTOWN, NY

BACKGROUND
Education
BS, Cornell University, College of
Architecture, Art & Planning, 1991

Licenses & Certifications
American Institute of Certified Planners
(AICP)

Professional Memberships
President, New York Planning Federation
Class of 1991 Officer, Cornell University
Member, American Institute of Certified
Planners
Member, American Planning Association
(APA), Upstate NY Chapter
Former Chairperson, Town of Amenia
Planning Board

Years of Experience

Together with Cambridge Systematics, AKRF is working for the Town of Clarkstown to
26 years in the industry
realize their vision of a transit oriented development (TOD) around the existing Nanuet
7 years with AKRF
train station. The TOD includes the existing hamlet center and seeks to repurpose
vacant and underutilized parcels, including extensive areas of surface parking. AKRF’s
team of planners, traffic engineers, economists, and landscape architects worked
collaboratively to map the physical opportunities and constraints of the TOD area, meet with residents and business owners to develop
alternatives for redevelopment. AKRF prepared various development scenarios with accompanying photo simulations and drafted
zoning regulations to effectuate the TOD. AKRF is currently assisting the Town through the SEQRA process, preparing a Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS) for the proposed zoning at full potential buildout.

CITY OF NEWBURGH REZONING, NEWBURGH, NY
AKRF was retained to perform a comprehensive rewrite of the City of Newburgh Zoning Code. The project included bi-weekly meetings over an eight month period with a Leadership Team and Advisory Group comprised of City officials and staff, and representatives
from various constituency, neighborhood and non-for-profit groups within the City; extensive document review and fieldwork; Public
Engagement Meetings with the community to present the proposed amendments; and preparation of required SEQRA analyses. The
code is a combination of a Euclidean Code and a Form Based Code, designed to identify specific, targeted areas within the City of
Newburgh for development and redevelopment. The City of Newburgh adopted the hybrid code in 2016. Ms. Peek served as Project
Manager and was responsible for the management and overall success of the project.

HAMILTON GREEN TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD), WHITE PLAINS, NY
On behalf of a private developer, AKRF is providing site planning and environmental services for the development of Hamilton Green—a
new vibrant, mixed-use community in downtown White Plains, NY. Hamilton Green, a transit oriented development (TOD), has been
designed as a bridge between the White Plains TransCenter and the downtown core. The project incorporates a unique, food-centric
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NINA S. PEEK, AICP

destination—an upscale Food + Craft Hall (42,000 sf), innovative
and active open space totaling 57,000 sf (35 percent of the site),
900 dwelling units, and an additional 48,000 sf of street level retail.
Ms. Peek is serving as Principal-in-Charge of this assignment.

CITY OF NEW ROCHELLE ON-CALL PLANNING
SERVICES
Ms. Peek is serving as Principal-in-Charge for provision of on-call
planning services to the City of New Rochelle. AKRF will assist
the City with SEQRA and NEPA environmental reviews, site and
subdivision application review, updates to existing zoning text
and preparation of new zoning text as necessary and a variety of
other planning-related assignments.

REVISIONS TO ZONING REGULATIONS,
SALISBURY, CT
AKRF, Inc. was recently retained by the Town of Salisbury, CT to
recommend a zoning toolbox to guide development of multifamily housing consistent with the Town’s Plan of Conservation
and Development (POCD). Salisbury’s current residential Zoning
Regulations focus on single- family homes. AKRF is working with
the Planning and Zoning Commission to identify zoning tools and
draft text amendments that would allow multi-family housing
in certain districts, while maintaining community character and
natural resources.

SALISBURY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY, TOWN
OF SALISBURY, SALISBURY, CT
AKRF is working with a Steering Committee comprising the First
Selectman, representatives from the Planning and Zoning Board,
resident and business stakeholders to develop various conceptual
plans for downtown Salisbury. The purpose of the project is to craft
various proposals that would improve pedestrian and vehicular
circulation, promote economic development, provide improved
landscape, streetscape amenities and wayfinding signage for the
area in/around Town Hall. Ms. Peek is the Principal-in-Charge and
is responsible for the overall success of this project.

TOWN OF FISHKILL PLANNING SERVICES, TOWN
OF FISHKILL, FISHKILL, NY
AKRF provided consulting services to the Planning Board in the
Town of Fishkill. Services include preparing reviews, on behalf
of the Planning Board, of site plan and subdivision applications,
zoning compliance, and SEQRA (environmental review) documents. Sample assignments included the review of the including
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visual and traffic impact analyses, and the preparation of a noise
impact study for the proposed expansion of the Splashdown
Beach water park and a comprehensive review of a proposed
senior and assisted living residential development project in
close proximity to Route 9 in the Town. Ms. Peek served as Project
Manager and was responsible for the management and overall
success of this project.

TOWN OF POUGHKEEPSIE SPECIAL PROJECTS
CONSULTANT, POUGHKEEPSIE, NY
Ms. Peek served as the Principal-in-Charge and Project Manager
working on behalf of the Town of Poughkeepsie reviewing SEQRA
related documents and Site Plans for the proposed Hudson
Heritage project on Route 9 across from Quiet Cove Park and
just north of Marist College. The Project proposes: 750 residential
units, 350,000 sf of retail, restaurant and other commercial uses,
and adaptive reuse of several of the National Register Listed
structures. AKRF is providing technical review services for land
use, zoning and public policy, traffic, air and noise, hazardous
materials, historic, natural and cultural resources, visual impacts
and other related environmental considerations. The Town Board
of the Town of Poughkeepsie adopted Findings for the Project and
approved the Master Plan on December 6, 2017. Additional review
will be required with subsequent site specific site plan approval
submittals to the Town of Poughkeepsie Planning Board.

TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN PLANNING SERVICES,
TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN, PHILIPSTOWN, NY
Ms. Peek was the Project Manager for provision of consulting
services to the Planning Board in the Town of Philipstown. Services
included preparing reviews and recommendations for site plan
and subdivision applications submitted to the Planning Board.
In addition, Ms. Peek completed a Local Government Efficiency
Grant prepared on behalf of the Town Board, and in conjunction with the Villages of Cold Spring and Nelsonville. AKRF also
prepared and conducted Planning Board training to help familiarize the new members with site plan and subdivision application processes and the requirements of the State Environmental
Quality Review Act (SEQRA).

PE TER R. FEROE, AICP
SENIOR TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

P

eter Feroe is a Senior Technical Director in AKRF’s
White Plains office. Mr. Feroe works for public and
private clients on land-use planning, zoning, master
planning, comprehensive planning, environmental reviews
and GIS-based mapping. Peter manages some of the firm’s
most complex assignments involving multi-jurisdictional
geographic boundaries, overseeing teams of consultants
and multi-agency review. Prior to joining AKRF, Mr. Feroe was
a Sustainability Analyst with the Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s (MTA) bus
operations, where he analyzed and implemented projects advancing environmental
sustainability throughout the organization. Mr. Feroe also worked for the Westchester
County Department of Planning to advance their vision of Transit-Oriented
Development along the I-287 corridor, linked by a new rapid transit service.

BACKGROUND
Education
A.B., Public Policy, Brown University
MUP, NYU Wagner Graduate School of
Public Service, Urban Planning

Licenses & Certifications
American Institute of Certified Planners
(AICP)
American Planning Association, New
York Metro Chapter, Hudson Valley East
Representative

Years of Experience
12 years in the industry
7 years with AKRF

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
UNITED HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT, VILLAGE OF PORT
CHESTER, NY

The Village of Port Chester retained AKRF, Inc. to review Starwood Capital Management’s (Starwood’s) proposed mixed-use development on the 15-acre United Hospital Site. The redevelopment would include 730 housing units (230 units of which will be age-restricted),
217,000 sf of office use, 90,000 sf of retail and restaurant uses and a 138 key hotel. On behalf of the Village, Mr. Feroe managed the
technical review of all SEQRA documents, including the DEIS and FEIS, and prepared the Statement of Findings that were adopted by
the Board of Trustees. He worked with Village Staff, elected officials, the Applicant and their consultants, and the Village’s other technical
consultants (outside land use attorney, engineering consultant and traffic consultant). As part of this effort, AKRF provided the Village
with economic and real estate advisory services with respect to an appropriate fee for a contemplated zoning density bonus on the site.
Mr. Feroe managed the AKRF work, which developed a methodology that would not only aid the Village in evaluating the developer’s
proposal, but also serve as a template for future higher-density development within the neighborhood surrounding the site. AKRF also
reviewed Starwood’s pro forma on behalf of the Village to determine whether their requested density bonus fee properly aligns with
local market conditions and standard development financing assumptions.

EAST FARMINGDALE TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD) FORM BASED CODE SEQRA REVIEW,
TOWN OF BABYLON, NY
AKRF has been retained by the Town of Babylon to prepare a Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) for the proposed Form
Based Code (FBC) developed for the hamlet of East Farmingdale. The FBC is part of a larger effort by the Town to improve and revitalize the Route 110 Corridor through implementation of Bus Rapid Transit and mixed-use Transit-Oriented Development. The hamlet
is centered on the soon to be re-opened Long Island Railroad Station and will become a critical link in both north-south and east-west
transit on Long Island. Mr. Feroe served as Project Manager and coordinated with the FBC design team and the Town of Babylon to
understand the Plan’s goals as well as its potential practical impacts, including the potential build-out of the new zoning. Mr. Feroe
also coordinated the technical analyses within the GEIS, including those with respect to traffic and transportation, sewer and water
infrastructure, air quality and noise, public education and other community facilities, as well as the needed remediation of site-specific
environmental contamination.
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PETER R. FEROE, AICP

900 KING STREET REDEVELOPMENT, RYE
BROOK, NY

CITY OF NEWBURGH ZONING CODE REVISIONS,
NEWBURGH, NY

AKRF has been retained by the owner of a 215,000 square foot
office building in the Village of Rye Brook to provide planning,
environmental review, and permitting support for the redevelopment of the 18-acre property. The office building has been largely
vacant for several years and the owner intends to repurpose the
site with an integrated age-restricted residential community,
featuring townhomes, independent living, and assisted living
units. The Site is located adjacent to an existing 250-unit townhome community, a middle school/high school complex, municipal buildings, and the Hutchinson River Parkway. Mr. Feroe serves
as Project Manager for the project overseeing the preparation
of all SEQRA related documents. Mr. Feroe also manages AKRF’s
coordination with the project’s engineers, architects and attorneys, and manages the project budget and schedule. In addition,
Mr. Feroe has led several project presentations to community, the
Village’s Board of Trustees and Planning Board.

AKRF prepared a comprehensive rewrite of the City of Newburgh
Zoning Code, conducted the environmental review, and led an
extensive public engagement process. The project was partially
funded through a Dyson Foundation grant. The zoning code and
map amendments and the SEQRA process were completed within
an ambitious 18-month schedule. Project components included
extensive fieldwork and mapping; weekly client conference calls
and stakeholder meetings; and environmental analyses. The new
Zoning Code, which was adopted in 2015 by a unanimous vote
of the City Council, combines a traditional Euclidean zoning code
and a Form-Based Code. This contemporary zoning code identifies specific, targeted areas for development, redevelopment, and
revitalization. Since its adoption, the code has helped the City
of Newburgh realize its long standing goal of transforming the
City as a great place in which to live, work, and conduct business.
Newburgh’s Zoning Code is identified on GeneralCode.com as a
model ordinance.

52 NORTH BROADWAY REDEVELOPMENT, WHITE
PLAINS, NY
AKRF has been retained by the owner of the former Good
Counsel campus in the City of White Plains to provide planning,
environmental review, and permitting support for the redevelopment of the 16-acre property. The Good Counsel campus, which is
listed on the State and National Register of Historic Places (S/NR)
and is listed as a local landmark by the City of White Plains, was
formerly used as a private Catholic school, and home to the Sisters
of the Divine Compassion. The property’s current owner wishes to
redevelop the Site with multi-family housing, academic housing
for an adjacent university, and an assisted living facility. In addition to the potential impacts to cultural resources associated with
demolishing the majority of the Site’s buildings, issues regarding
open space preservation, the disposition of a former C&D landfill
on-Site, and impacts to visual and community character have
drawn significant community attention. Mr. Feroe serves as
Project Manager for this project, responsible for preparation of
all SEQRA related documents, coordinating with the project team
and managing the project budget and schedule. Mr. Feroe has led
several project presentations to various City boards and commissions, as well as led several public engagement sessions.
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KRITHIK A PR ABHAK AR AN
PLANNER

K

rithika Prabhakaran is a Planner in AKRF’s White Plains
office. Ms. Prabhakaran is experienced in zoning and
land use, visual analyses, and environmental review
under the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA)
and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) processes.
Combining her architecture and urban design background
with considerable GIS skills, Ms. Prabhakaran is currently
assisting various Hudson Valley communities, reviewing
development applications that include site plan, special use permit, zoning text and
map amendments.

BACKGROUND
Education
M.S., MS Urban Planning, 2017
B.S., Architectural Studies, 2014

Years of Experience
5 years in the industry
1 year with AKRF

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
VILLAGE OF IRVINGTON BROADWAY CORRIDOR REZONING
AKRF was recently retained by the Village of Irvington to prepare zoning text and map amendments for the Broadway Corridor. The
Village is seeking a zoning toolbox to guide development of the Broadway Corridor north of Strawberry Lane in a manner consistent
with the recently updated Comprehensive Plan. AKRF is working with the Village to develop zoning that promotes the clustering of
development setback from the public right-of-way to preserve the large lawns and open space fronting Broadway. Ms. Prabhakaran is
responsible for preparing the build-out analysis, GIS maps, and FAR diagrams.

1 VANDERBILT AVENUE, PLEASANTVILLE, NY
AKRF is currently preparing a schools impact analysis for a proposed mixed-use multi-family development in the Village of Pleasantville.
Ms. Prabhakaran is responsible for evaluating the potential number of school age children that would be generated by the proposed
project, which is located within the Pleasantville Union Free School District.

VITANE PHARMACEUTICALS, CONGERS, NY
While at another firm, Ms. Prabhakaran prepared a visual impact assessment of the proposed Vitane Pharmaceuticals project. For this
effort she created photo simulation renderings of the proposed building (pharmacy) on the project site, showing leaf on and leaf off
conditions. The photo-simulations depicted tree growth at different stages, from initial planting to maturity. She also developed a robust
landscape guide and conceptual landscape plan for the project.

RIVER VISTA, VILLAGE OF HAVERSTRAW, NY
While at another firm, Ms. Prabhakaran created watercolor renderings, day and night renderings, and Google Earth perspective renderings of a proposed mixed-use development.
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CHRISTIAN MICHEL
SENIOR TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

A

s a Senior Technical Director in AKRF’s Real Estate and
Economic Advisory Services Group, Christian Michel
focuses on economic feasibility studies, demographic
and real estate market analyses, financial and fiscal impact
analyses, and highest-and-best use assessments. Mr. Michel
understands the challenges and opportunities involved in
real estate development and has extensive experience with
the complex arrangements of public/private partnerships
(P3). He works on projects that involve real estate portfolio analysis, economic development consulting and real estate site selection.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
HAMILTON GREEN TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD)
VALUE CAPTURE ASSESSMENT, WHITE PLAINS, NY

BACKGROUND
Education
MBA, New York University, Finance, 2013
MS, University of Heidelberg, Economic
Geography, 1999

Professional Memberships
Member, Commercial Investment Real
Estate Institute (CCIM)
Member, International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC)
Member, Urban Land Institute (ULI)

Years of Experience
21 years in the industry
15 years with AKRF

On behalf of a private developer proposing a highly-activated Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) project on a key property at the center of the City of White Plains,
AKRF measured and quantified the value generation and capture potential of the
proposed mixed-use development. As the technical lead from AKRF’s Real Estate and Economic Advisory Services Group, Mr. Michel
applied a case study approach and researched the effects of similar developments in comparable communities throughout the country.
As part of the effort, AKRF identified comparable markets and value generation effects and applied observed outcomes to the White
Plains location.

WEST TRENTON TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD) PLAN MARKET STUDY, EWING TOWNSHIP,
NJ
As AKRF’s technical leader, Mr. Michel prepared a real estate market study as part of the alternatives analysis for the West Trenton Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) Plan. The study area covered a one half-mile radius from West Trenton Station, which is currently used only
by the R3 line of the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority. The objective of the market study was to recommend alternative uses for several nearby large parcels, and consider residential, office, retail, and light industrial development opportunities, such as
warehousing and distribution, and multi-modal transportation opportunities that would tie the residential and business community
into the nearby airport. Mr. Michel surveyed the existing local competition, analyzed capture and penetration rates of local retailers, and
assessed the potential to add more retail to the market.

I-84 RESIDENTIAL VALUE ANALYSIS, HARTFORD, CT
As part of a multi-firm team, AKRF’s Real Estate Advisory Group is providing economic and financial advisory services for the realignment
of Interstate 84 (I-84) through downtown Hartford, CT. For this project, AKRF is conducting a residual land value analysis for designated
development parcels. The goal is to understand how much developers may be willing to pay to develop the properties. Funds from
transfers could then be used to support the construction of a decking structure planned to cover the new alignment.
AKRF is currently conducting detailed market research focusing on comparable highway realignment efforts and cities with similar
market conditions to establish a benchmark for market and development expectations. AKRF engaged with local real estate developers
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CHRISTIAN MICHEL

to understand market conditions within central Connecticut,
and assessed what types of development are feasible based on
available land and market conditions. Serving as Project Manager
for this assignment, Mr. Michel is developing a pro forma model
to test financial feasibility, determine the residual land value
of the development area, and to quantify a market price for the
properties.

CITY OF EASTON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 2035,
EASTON, PA
AKRF was part of a team to update and revise the Comprehensive
Plan for the City of Easton, PA. The new comprehensive plan
had the goal of maintaining the momentum and managing and
guiding growth in the near and mid-term future. Mr. Michel led
AKRF’s efforts in identifying current real estate and market trends,
such as the influx of young families who bring new activity and
expenditures to the area but also the existence of overcrowding
and disinvestment in some of the neighborhoods that led to
declining values and a negative perception. Together with our
design partner, AKRF identified implementable projects that
would capitalize on existing strengths and prioritized projects
based their community impact and implementation costs.

REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR
PHILADELPHIA REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA
AKRF’s Economic and Real Estate Advisory Services practice is
currently advising the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority
on reintroducing productive uses to an abandoned urban site.
Unstable soil conditions triggered the demolition of over 1,000
homes in the now-vacant 35-acre Logan Triangle site in North
Philadelphia. AKRF conducted a market analysis to identify viable
uses, prepared a development program, and recommended a
redevelopment strategy. Future work will include preparing proforma analyses, developing a funding strategy, assisting in early
stage implementation, and assisting with the developer solicitation process. In addition, AKRF will also be working closely with
our in-house water quality specialists to incorporate a green
stormwater infrastructure practice, such as a wetland, in open
areas designated for community use. Mr. Michel was the team
leader for the “Market Analysis and Development Strategy”
portion of the work.
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MARLBORO PIKE SECTOR PLAN, PRINCE
GEORGE’S COUNTY, MD
The Marlboro Pike corridor in Prince George’s County, Maryland,
has been characterized by disinvestment in recent years. AKRF
has teamed with engineers from McCormick Taylor & Associates
to update the sector plan and sectional map amendment with the
intention to spur community revitalization and redevelopment.
The project’s objectives were to gain public input and to encourage
infill development and redevelopment. New actions are expected
to enhance the overall quality of the corridor, encourage property upgrades, and improve multi-modal accessibility, including
parking, pedestrian, bicycle, and transit opportunities. Mr. Michel
analyzed the area’s residential and retail market to determine the
corridor’s economic development potential and was instrumental
in identifying high-priority growth centers along the corridor.
He also contributed to the development of an overall economic
development strategy for the study area.

BAYONNE BAY RESIDENTIAL MARKET STUDY,
BAYONNE, NJ
Mr. Michel prepared an analysis of the real estate market and
absorption rates for a proposed 1,700-unit waterfront condominium/townhouse development in Bayonne, New Jersey. The
target market was pre-determined by the City of Bayonne to be
age-restricted housing, i.e., 55+ year old baby boomers and those
approaching the category. Mr. Michel prepared 20-year population projections to generate the potential future market conditions, and used Claritas PRIZM database to refine the market by
life stage group and income level to determine the percentage of
the market likely to be able to afford high-end apartment prices.
Comparable properties were identified in the City of Bayonne and
within Hudson County, Monmouth County, and Staten Island.
Based on the market analysis, the firm provided the development team with a recommended mix of condominium flats and
attached townhouses. AKRF’s analyses predicted that it would
take five to eight years to absorb the proposed 1,700 units on the
Bayonne Bay site.

MICHAEL BEAT TIE, P.E., PTOE
VICE PRESIDENT

M

ichael Beattie is a Vice President in AKRF’s
Transportation Group. Mr. Beattie leads transportation-related technical work, including traffic
data collection, data reduction, capacity analyses, and the
preparation of traffic and transit studies. He prepares technical summaries of analysis results, develops trip generation
estimates, and prepares traffic assignments. He also performs
fieldwork, including surveys for on-street and off-street
parking utilization, geometric measurements, and signal timings for parking usage
and services. His experience also includes traffic signal timing and optimization, site
access and circulation studies, and evaluation of transportation improvement phasing.
In addition to his technical expertise, Mr. Beattie’s strengths include presenting highly
technical material to a non-technical audience for municipalities, agencies or in support
of public outreach efforts.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

BACKGROUND
Education
M.S., Transportation Engineering,
University of California - Berkeley,
2003; B.S., Civil Engineering, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, 2002

Licenses & Certifications
Professional Engineer (PE) – State of
New York; Professional Engineer (PE) –
State of California; Professional Traffic
Operations Engineer (PTOE)

Professional Memberships
Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE); Member, American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)

Years of Experience

RDRXR MASTERPLAN REDEVELOPMENT STUDY, NEW
ROCHELLE, NY

16 years in the industry
8 years with AKRF

AKRF was retained by the City of New Rochelle, to assess possible impacts from the
proposed RDRXR masterplan development. Mr. Beattie led the technical analyses,
which involved preparing a detailed traffic volume network for existing and future conditions with and without the project, developing
trip generation estimates for the proposed project, and performing capacity analyses. Mr. Beattie served as Project Manager on this
assignment, responsible for project scope, schedule, budget and documentation. He also led the detailed traffic operations analyses of
corridors and intersections using the SYNCHRO/SimTraffic software package.

TRAFFIC CIRCULATION AND GATEWAYS TO THE CITY’S DOWNTOWN, NEW ROCHELLE, NY
As a forward thinking effort to support the City’s growth as a destination and desirable place to live, work and play and building on
past and contemporary efforts, this study developed strategies for increasing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit access; developing
welcoming gateways; and solidifying connections to the City’s downtown area. AKRF assisted in the assessment of a complete street
design approach on corridor operations along Main and Huguenot Streets and around the train station/bus depot area. Tasks included
identifying potential capacity, circulation, and safety issues. AKRF assisted in the development of sketch solutions for problematic areas
studied and the development of immediate, medium-term, and long-term solutions to address these issues. Mr. Beattie served as Project
Engineer responsible for overseeing the traffic analysis associated with roadway improvements.

NEW ROCHELLE MICROSIMULATION, NEW ROCHELLE, NY
Following up on Traffic Circulation and Gateway recommendations contained in the City of New Rochelle’s Downtown Study, AKRF
worked with Nelson\Nygaard to evaluate the proposed roadway circulation changes at various locations (including the main corridors
of Main and Huguenot Streets) throughout the City of New Rochelle through the use of traffic simulation (Synchro/Simtraffic) supplemented with stand-alone intersection analyses. This comprehensive and multi-faceted effort to reshape the transportation circulation
system has been a priority for many progressive communities and cities across the nation and would result in the City of New Rochelle
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enhancing multiple modes of transportation (vehicular, transit,
walking and biking) creating a more sustainable community and
a more inviting area to visit. Mr. Beattie was the Deputy Project
Manager responsible for project scope, schedule, budget and
documentation. He also led the data collection effort and detailed
traffic operations analysis of corridors and intersections using the
SYNCHRO/SimTraffic software package.

VILLAGE OF PORT CHESTER, PORT CHESTER ONCALL TRAFFIC ENGINEERING SERVICES, VILLAGE
OF PORTCHESTER, NY
The Village of Port Chester retained AKRF for on-call traffic and
transportation engineering services. Services include reviewing
site plan applications, conducting intersection analyses to
develop intersection improvements, parking and loading zone
studies, and complete street and traffic calming studies. Mr.
Beattie was responsible for project scope, schedule, budget and
documentation for all on-call service requests, overseeing traffic
and transportation analyses, and presenting results to the public
during monthly Planning Commission meetings.

TRAFFIC CALMING - NORTH HEMPSTEAD, LONG
ISLAND
AKRF was retained to identify and mitigate the cut-through traffic
through the Greenvale and the Manhassett neighborhoods in
North Hempstead. License plate surveys were used to identify the
number of cut-through vehicles and the cut-through paths during
weekday and weekend peak periods. AKRF identified traffic
calming measures including turn restrictions, traffic circles, and
one-lane chokers and developed conceptual designs to present
to the Town planners and public. In addition, AKRF led a public
presentation and charrette to present the recommendations and
receive feedback from the local community. Mr. Beattie served as
Project Manager on this project, overseeing the data collection
effort and the identification and design of the traffic calming
measures. Mr Beattie also led the public presentation of the traffic
calming findings and recommendations.

GOVERNOR MARIO CUOMO BRIDGE (FORMERLY
TAPPAN ZEE BRIDGE) SHARED-USE PATH,
NYACK, NY
AKRF prepared a shared-use path study for the Governor Mario
Cuomo Bridge. Mr. Beattie was responsible for the development
of and overseeing surveys of similar facilities and the development of pedestrian, bicycle, and parking demand associated with
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the shared-use path. In addition, Mr. Beattie provided an assessment of different interchange configurations to accommodate the
increase in pedestrian and bicycle demand.

FRENCH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF NEW YORK,
WHITE PLAINS, NY
AKRF prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to assess
possible impacts from the proposed French American School of
New York campus in White Plains, NY. Mr. Beattie led the technical analysis, which involved preparing a detailed traffic volume
network for existing and future conditions with and without the
project, developing trip generation estimates for the proposed
project, and performing capacity analysis. Mr. Beattie utilized
Synchro and SimTraffic software to determine significant adverse
traffic impacts. In addition, he is also analyzed the site access
and on-site circulation using the VISSIM simulation software to
determine the most viable option for school drop-off and pick-up
locations.

E VAN R. SWEE T
PLANNER & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST

M

r. Sweet’s areas of expertise relates to the development, implementation and evaluation of economic
development policies and incentives. His experience
includes working with municipal and private clients developing and negotiating economic incentive packages, evaluation methodologies utilizing both quantitative (geo-statistical) and qualitative analyses. In addition, Mr. Sweet is an able
communicator with experience presenting to a diverse range
of audiences Mr. Sweet has provided planning and economic development support for
waterfront economic revitalization, community based economic development, transit
oriented development, and programmatic analysis and evaluation projects.

BACKGROUND
Education
MS, Columbia University Graduate
School of Architecture, Planning
and Preservation, Urban Planning,
concentration in economic
development, 2017
BS, University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Geography, magna cum laude with
departmental honors, 2014

Professional Memberships

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Member, American Planning Association
(APA)

HAMILTON GREEN TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD)
VALUE CAPTURE ASSESSMENT, WHITE PLAINS, NY

Years of Experience
5 years in the industry
2 years with AKRF

On behalf of a private developer, AKRF quantified the value generation and capture
potential of a proposed large-scale mixed-use development in downtown White Plains,
NY. AKRF’s Real Estate Advisory Group applied a case study approach and researched
the effects of similar developments in comparable communities throughout the
country. AKRF identified five value generation elements associated with the proposed development that would generate new revenue
to the City of White Plains: (1) Increased values of adjacent properties; (2) Increased retail sales revenue from existing retailers activated by the new development; (3) Additional sales revenue generated by the proposed project’s retail programming; (4) Future Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) adjacent to the White Plains Transit Center; and (5) The project’s ability to catalyze infill development
within downtown White Plains.
Utilizing the value capture methodology, AKRF calculated that the City of White Plains had the ability to capture over $5.5 million dollars
in revenue annually resulting from the proposed development.

PUTNAM CORRIDORS STUDY, PUTNAM COUNTY, NY
Putnam County retained AKRF, Inc. to prepare a Commercial Corridors Feasibility Study with a Recommended Plan of Action. The project
tasks included a market study, an evaluation of various commercial revitalization strategies, and a needs assessment of roadways and
transportation conditions for nine commercial corridors throughout the County. Mr. Sweet provided economic expertise to support
various parking strategies and recommendations set out in the report. Mr. Sweet researched the economic costs and benefits of different
parking strategies and developed location-specific recommendations for how to maximize parking efficiency and potential revenue for
the client.

VILLAGE OF HEMPSTEAD BROWNFIELD OPPORTUNITY AREA (BOA) STEP 2, HEMPSTEAD, NY
The Community Development Agency (CDA) of the Village of Hempstead has engaged AKRF to lead the BOA Step 2 study for the downtown area. The Village faces a number of challenges, including a shortage in housing, a high share of undocumented immigrants, and a
large portion of low-income households. However, it also offers many assets, such as exceptional access to the Long Island Rail Road, an
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intermodal transfer facility that provides a connection between
the county’s bus lines and the regional rail network, and vacant
and underutilized parcels, suitable for redevelopment.
Mr. Sweet conducted a market and community assessment
using various data sources including the US Census, and private
data companies. He conducted interviews with community
stakeholders. Further Mr. Sweet drafted community development priorities for the Village and identified potential properties,
which could generate catalytic development within the Village of
Hempstead.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING
SERVICES, CORTLANDT, NY
Mr. Sweet provided economic development consulting services to
the Town of Cortlandt. Work tasks included developing site analyses – opportunities and constraints – for various key municipal
and privately owned parcels identified by the Town. Additional
work tasks included preparing an inventory of economic activity
within the community, and meeting with potential investors and
parties interested in locating within the Town of Cortlandt.
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VILLAGE OF PORT CHESTER – UNITED
HOSPITAL; 2017
The Village of Port Chester engaged AKRF to assist the Village
with their review of Starwood Capital Management’s proposed
mixed-use development on a 15-acre parcel formerly occupied
by United Hospital. The redevelopment proposal included: 730
housing units (230 units of which will be age-restricted), 217,000
sf of office use, 90,000 sf of retail and restaurant uses and a 138
key hotel. On behalf of the Village, AKRF managed the technical
review of all SEQRA documents, including the DEIS and FEIS, and
prepared the Statement of Findings that were adopted by the
Board of Trustees.
As part of the effort, AKRF’s Real Estate and Economics Advisory
Group developed a methodology to aid the Village in evaluating
the developer’s proposal for an appropriate fee associated with
a contemplated density bonus. This methodology served as a
template for future high-density development within the neighborhood surrounding the project site. AKRF’s Real Estate Group
also reviewed Starwood’s pro forma to determine whether the
requested density bonus fee properly aligned with local market
conditions and standard development financing assumptions.

CHAPPAQUA CROSSING COMPETITIVE EFFECTS
ANALYSIS, TOWN OF NEW CASTLE, NY; 2014
The Town of New Castle retained AKRF to assess the potential
impacts under SEQRA of the Chappaqua Crossing mixed-use
project, which will be developed at the former Reader’s Digest
headquarters site. As part of this effort, AKRF prepared a competitive effects analysis of retail market competition between existing
retail uses within the Hamlet of Chappaqua and the retail uses that
could be introduced as part of the planned Chappaqua Crossing.
AKRF performed market and capture rate analyses, recommended optimal retail assemblages, and presented findings at a
public meeting convened by the New Castle Town Board. AKRF
also analyzed the potential wetland and stormwater impacts of
the project on behalf of the Town.
East Farmingdale Downtown Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) and Form Based Code, Town Of Babylon, NY; 2018

The Town of Babylon retained AKRF to prepare a State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) required Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) for a proposed Form
Based Code (FBC) developed for the hamlet of East Farmingdale.
The FBC is one component of the Town’s initiative to improve
and revitalize the Route 110 Corridor by implementing Bus Rapid
Transit and facilitating mixed-use Transit-Oriented Development.
The hamlet of East Farmingdale is centered upon the soon to be
re-opened Long Island Railroad Station, which will become a critical link in both north-south and east-west transit on Long Island
by providing a connection to the Route 110 BRT. AKRF’s initial
work tasks included working with the FBC design team, led by
Dover Kohl, to understand the FBC’ goals and evaluate the potential impacts to the hamlet of implementing the FBC. The GEIS
addressed potential impacts of the new FBC zoning at full-build
out, to traffic and transportation, sewer and water systems and
the needed remediation of site-specific environmental contamination. Prior to initiating the SEQRA work, AKRF worked with
the Town to prepare several due diligence reports with respect
to development within the Hamlet, including a Neighborhood
Conditions Study, an environmental and infrastructural resource
memo, a market study, and a memo detailing the land use
constraints owing to the Site’s proximity to Republic Airport. All
of these previously completed efforts were utilized in support of
the GEIS.

CITY OF NEW ROCHELLE DOWNTOWN AND
TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD)
REDEVELOPMENT STUDY, NEW ROCHELLE, NY;
2018
On behalf of the City of New Rochelle, AKRF prepared a Synchro/
SimTraf model to evaluate existing and proposed traffic conditions for a network of 47-intersections in downtown New Rochelle
and the Route 1 corridor. Traffic levels for currently approved
developments were added to existing traffic levels to determine
the anticipated impacts. AKRF prepared travel demand forecasts
for proposed Transit Oriented Development (TOD) evaluating rail,
bus, pedestrian/bike, auto and taxi trips. The traffic model was
used to evaluate the proposed traffic operating conditions for
various development/redevelopment scenarios – both to inform
the threshold for impacts and to provide key information for
required mitigation.
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NANUET TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT (TOD) AND SEQRA ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW, NANUET, NY; ONGOING
On behalf of the Town of Clarkstown, AKRF and Cambridge
Systematics (CS) prepared draft zoning language and conducted
the SEQRA-required environmental review for a Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD) plan comprising 28 acres in the Nanuet
Hamlet Center. The proposed zoning would facilitate repurposing
vacant and underutilized parcels, including extensive areas of
surface parking to allow for additional mixed-use development
around the Nanuet Metro North Rail Road Station and along
Main Street in the hamlet center. AKRF’s team of planners, traffic
engineers, economists, and landscape architects worked collaboratively to map the physical opportunities and constraints of
the TOD area. Together with CS, AKRF facilitated stakeholder and
public meetings on the alternatives for redevelopment. Using
this information, AKRF designed the final TOD plan, drafted
zoning code amendments to facilitate the TOD and created
visualizations of the final plan for the TOD area. The Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS), which includes extensive traffic analyses, infrastructure, community facilities, and
visual impact analysis has been completed and is currently under
agency review.

WEST TRENTON TRANSIT-ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT (TOD) PLAN MARKET STUDY,
EWING TOWNSHIP, NJ; 2005
AKRF completed a market study and alternatives analysis as part
of the West Trenton Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Plan.
The redevelopment study area included the Trenton-Mercer
County Airport and I-95, and extended a 1/2-mile radius from
the existing West Trenton Station, currently used only by the
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
regional rail system’s R3 line that runs from West Trenton to
Central Philadelphia. The market study evaluated redevelopment
scenarios for reuse of former industrial properties including the
decommissioned Naval Air Warfare Center, the vacant General
Motors site, and other vacant and under-utilized parcels.
The study considered residential, office, retail, and light industrial
development e.g. warehousing and distribution opportunities
and multimodal transportation opportunities to tie the residential
and business community into the nearby airport. The study evaluated how to reposition current public transportation infrastructure to support development through increased utilization of
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mass transit rather than automobiles. The presence of an existing
transit line is an asset to the area, providing service to nearby residential neighborhoods, as well as to New Jersey Manufacturers
Insurance Company (NJM), the largest employer in Mercer County.
The station’s value to the community could be expanded by NJ
Transit’s proposal to restore commuter rail service between the
West Trenton station and Newark. Recommendations regarding
the type and scale of future development were made in conjunction with McCormick Taylor, the prime consultant for this project.
Numerous agencies are collaborating to bring this plan to fruition,
including the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
New Jersey Department of Transportation, State of New Jersey
Department of Community Affairs – Office of Smart Growth,
Mercer County, Ewing Township, and The College of New Jersey.

I-84 RESIDENTIAL VALUE ANALYSIS, HARTFORD,
CT; ONGOING
As part of a multi-firm team, AKRF’s Real Estate Advisory Group
is providing economic and financial advisory services for the
realignment of Interstate 84 (I-84) through downtown Hartford,
CT. AKRF is conducting a residual land value analysis for designated development parcels. The goal is to quantify potential
private sector funding contributions to support the construction
of structured decking over the proposed I-84 re-alignment.
AKRF is currently conducting detailed market research focusing
on comparable highway realignment efforts and cities with
similar market conditions to establish a benchmark for market
and development expectations. AKRF further engaged with local
real estate developers to understand market conditions within
central Connecticut, and assessed what types of development
are feasible based on available land and market conditions. The
firm is developing a pro forma model to test financial feasibility,
determine the residual land value of the development area, and
to quantify a market price for the properties.

HAMILTON GREEN TRANSIT ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT (TOD) VALUE CAPTURE
ASSESSMENT, WHITE PLAINS, NY; 2018
On behalf of a private developer, AKRF quantified the value generation and capture potential of a proposed large-scale mixed-use
development in downtown White Plains, NY. AKRF’s Real Estate
Advisory Group applied a case study approach and researched

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

the effects of similar developments in comparable communities
throughout the country.
AKRF identified five value generation elements associated with
the proposed development, that would generate new revenue to
the City of White Plains:
1. Increased values of adjacent properties
2. Increased retail sales revenue from existing retailers
activated by the new development
3. Additional sales revenue generated by the proposed
project’s retail programming
4. Future Transit Oriented Development (TOD) adjacent to the
White Plains Transit Center
5. The project’s ability to catalyze infill development within
downtown White Plains.
Utilizing the value capture methodology, AKRF calculated that
the City of White Plains had the ability to capture over $5.5
million dollars in revenue annually as a result of the proposed
development.

CITY OF EASTON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 2035,
EASTON, PA; 2015
As part of a multi-disciplinary consultant team, AKRF and MUD
worked together on the City of Easton’s Comprehensive Plan 2035.
AKRF was part of a team to update and revise the Comprehensive
Plan for the City of Easton, PA. Easton, once a booming town on
the banks of the Delaware River, had lost population and businesses between the 1960s and 1980s. Previous efforts to revive
and revitalize the town resulted in the attraction of the Crayola
Experience, a downtown destination that attracts more than
200,000 families and children to Easton each year. The new
comprehensive plan had the goal to maintain the momentum
and manage and guide growth in the near and mid-term future.
AKRF identified current real estate and market trends, such as the
influx of young families who bring new activity and expenditures
to the City. Together with MUD, AKRF identified implementable
projects, such as infill opportunities and programming elements
that would strengthen the downtown retail environment.
Established through direct feedback and outreach in over 40
meetings, four design and planning charrettes, focus groups
and interviews, an on-line survey and various presentations, the
Comprehensive Plan created a vision for integrating the unique
neighborhoods of the City. The resulting redevelopment and

revitalization recommendations capitalized on existing strengths
and prioritized projects based on their community impact and
implementation costs.

FLUSHING LIRR AND TOD FINANCIAL
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS, QUEENS, NEW YORK;
2013
In conjunction with the renovation of LIRR Main Street Station in
Flushing Queens, AKRF evaluated the financial feasibility of developing a NYCDOT-owned parking lot with affordable and market
rate housing and commercial space. The project received much
attention from the community who was concerned about the lack
of affordable and senior housing opportunities and decreasing
parking options. AKRF modeled the acquisition, development,
and operation of the future $200 million mixed-use development
project. The pro forma model incorporated Low Income Housing
Tax Credits (LIHTC) and HOME subsidies to bridge financial gap
and resulted in preferred development recommendation that
would acceptable by the community and attractive for developers in the terms of the profit margins generated.

THE CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE AND SECURITY
CORRIDOR (CSSC) LAND USE AND FACILITIES
INVENTORY ANALYSIS, ABERDEEN, MD, 2008
As a result of the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) activities
and redevelopment at the Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) in
Maryland, the Chesapeake Science and Security Corridor (CSSC)
is projected to experience a rise in employment—an estimated
30,000 direct, indirect, and induced jobs. To address the increased
demand on public and private services associated with this
growth, AKRF was retained to conduct a comprehensive land
use and facilities analysis that would serve as the basis for the
evaluation of future community and social services required to
accommodate the expanding population. AKRF’s work helped
document the need for federal funding to offset the service gaps
created by the expected influx of new jobs and families in the
region.
In conjunction with TischlerBise, Inc., AKRF conducted a study
for the CSSC Consortium and the APG Regional BRAC Office
to inventory and map public and private facilities for the eight
counties that lie within the 40-mile radius of Aberdeen Proving
Ground. Tasks included an inventory of public and private service
facilities—such as hospitals, police stations, and hotels—and
identification of their capacities, such as number of hospital beds
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available, police officer per residential population, and number
of hotel beds. AKRF coordinated the inventory and mapped and
analyzed the spatial distribution of the various facilities. Based on
a Level of Service (LOS) analysis, the firm identified service gaps
for those communities projected to receive the majority of the
BRAC-related growth. In addition, AKRF identified unimproved
and underutilized properties and provided recommendations on
suitable locations for potential new public service facilities.

TOD FEASIBILITY STUDY AND BROWNFIELDS
OPPORTUNITY AREA (BOA) PROGRAM SERVICES
FOR THE TOWN OF BABYLON WYANDANCH, NY;
2009
AKRF was retained by the Town of Babylon to prepare a blight
study, market study, TOD feasibility study, Urban Renewal Plan,
BOA Program Step 2 Nomination, and a GEIS, which together
constitute a redevelopment and revitalization plan for downtown Wyandanch. The work included an assessment of existing
conditions along a 2-mile stretch of Straight Path in the core area
of the hamlet. The plan also provided key land use and zoning
recommendations, with the intention of redeveloping the area
with transit-oriented, mixed, higher-density uses. The project
stemmed from a community-based visioning process known as
“Wyandanch Rising.”
As part of this effort, AKRF also assisted the Town of Babylon in
applying for a U.S. Department of Transportation “Transportation
Investment Generating Economic Recovery” (TIGER) grant
for construction funding for the Town-proposed intermodal
transit facility in downtown Wyandanch. AKRF also assisted
the Town in coordinating aspects of its overall redevelopment
and revitalization efforts for downtown Wyandanch, including
the BOA Program, the Federal Transit Administration-funded
Environmental Assessment for the proposed intermodal facility,
and the Brownfields Smart Growth “Spotlight Communities”
Initiative.

CITY OF NEWBURGH ZONING CODE REVISIONS,
NEWBURGH, NY; 2017
AKRF prepared a comprehensive rewrite of the City of Newburgh
Zoning Code, conducted the environmental review, and led an
extensive public engagement process. The project was partially
funded through a Dyson Foundation grant. The zoning code and
map amendments and the SEQRA process were completed within
an ambitious 18-month schedule. Project components included
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extensive fieldwork and mapping; weekly client conference calls
and stakeholder meetings; and environmental analyses. The new
Zoning Code, which was adopted in 2015 by a unanimous vote
of the City Council, combines a traditional Euclidean zoning code
and a Form-Based Code. This contemporary zoning code identifies specific, targeted areas for development, redevelopment, and
revitalization. Since its adoption, the code has helped the City
of Newburgh realize its long standing goal of transforming the
City as a great place in which to live, work, and conduct business.
Newburgh’s Zoning Code is identified on GeneralCode.com as a
model ordinance.

From: David Kroenlein <dkroenlein@aol.com>
Subject: [BULK] Scarsdale is not a Tree City
Date: April 10, 2019 at 7:03:39 PM EDT
To: mayor@scarsdale.com, Lena Crandall
<lenacrandall.scarsdaletrustee@gmail.com>, Steve Pappalardo
<spappalardo@scarsdale.com>
Cc: kay.eisenman@gmail.com, Madelaine Eppenstein
<meppenstein@eppenstein.com>, Bart Hamlin <hga3344@gmail.com>,
"dhobbsk@aol.comt" <dhobbsk@aol.com>
A perfectly healthy, magnificent, and thriving climax oak tree at 152 Brewster, with all
the benefits that it provided, has been removed from our environment. And this is not a unique
story in our Village. In fact, today another beautiful specimen was removed at 154
Brewster. Two in one day on our block. We can no longer consider ourselves a Tree City. We
need to revisit our tree removal laws that are still ineffective, even after recent revisions.
I am embarrassed that when I was in a position to effect change I did nothing.
David Kroenlein

Donna Conkling
Mayor
Tuesday, April 09, 2019 4:22 PM
Donna Conkling
Steve Pappalardo
Fwd: Resident Concern for the New Mayor

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Begin forwarded message:
From: Janet Korins <janet.korins@me.com>
Subject: Resident Concern for the New Mayor
Date: April 8, 2019 at 7:48:53 AM EDT
To: mayor@scarsdale.com
Congratulations on your position as our new Mayor! I appreciate your service to our wonderful
community. I graduated from Scarsdale High School and have been back in town with my
family for about 20 years.
I appreciated your invitation in the Inquirer for residents to reach out with their concerns. Thus I
am forwarding an email (below) which I sent a few weeks ago to the Board of Education, the
Mayor, the Village Attorney and the Village Manager, regarding the proposal to install lights on
Butler Field. We are sympathetic to the needs of student athletes for practice time, but we are
also very concerned that, with lights, the loud noise we already hear from the School (music and
loudspeakers) will continue during dinnertime and at night, including on weeknights. That's
completely inappropriate in our quiet neighborhood.
I have not heard any response from the Village to my email from March 21. The School’s
response has been extremely vague. The District is moving forward with the project, and
Maroon & While is already fundraising for it. This issue is thus urgent to address, and it
potentially affects neighbors of all seven public Schools. If there is any ambiguity in the noise
laws, then I suggest this issue be studied and addressed.
Basically, the neighbors need reassurance that Village Noise Ordinances will protect our peace
and quiet in the evenings, especially on weeknights. Would it be appropriate for neighbors to set
up a meeting with the Village Manager or Village Attorney? Any guidance on status or process
would be very much appreciated.
Thank you very much for considering my concern.
Janet Korins
49 Ogden Road
Begin forwarded message:
From: Janet Korins <janet.korins@me.com>
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Subject: Butler Field Lights and Village Noise Ordinances
Date: March 21, 2019 at 9:36:53 AM EDT
To: Board of Education <boardofed@scarsdaleschools.org>
Cc: mayor@scarsdale.com, attorney@scarsdale.com,
manager@scarsdale.com
Dear Members of the Board of Education,
Thank you again for your work listening to community concerns about the
proposal to add lights at Butler Field. As you may recall, we have submitted
written comments twice before (those emails are copied below). The primary
issue we have discussed is noise, which (as you know) is already an issue for
neighbors and which would likely increase, particularly during dinnertime and
evening hours, due to the installation of lights. Because our questions and
concerns involve the application and scope of Village noise ordinances, we are
copying the Mayor, the Village Manager and the Village Attorney on this email.
We watched Mr. Pappalardi’s presentation at the March 11 School Board meeting
on video. We are very concerned that this proposal is moving forward without
first addressing limitations on usage and explaining how neighbor concerns will
be addressed. While we understand Maroon & White’s desire to fundraise,
and that the Board is unable to restrict their efforts to do so, it is important to note
that the donors cannot evaluate the potential benefits of the lights until usage
restrictions are clarified. There is a serious risk that the donors will assume that
the lights will get maximum usage, and that fundraising will be done on that
basis. Once the money is raised, there will be enormous pressure on the
Administration and the Board to agree to the gift, and force neighbors to accept
the burdens. There will be a further risk of “usage creep” over time. Once the
lights are installed, the School will obviously want to get as much usage as
possible - a sentiment that Mr. Morin shared at the Board meeting. With all due
respect, this sentiment is precisely why it is fair and appropriate that questions
about usage and remediation should be worked out in advance, with enforceable
restrictions.
We also have questions about Mr. Pappalardi’s extremely brief discussion of the
existing Village noise ordinances. As you recall, we sent an email (copied below)
to the Board and Mr. Pappalardi a few weeks ago, expressing our opinion that the
existing Village noise ordinances already prohibit (among other things)
loudspeakers and electronic devices that disturb the “peace, quiet and comfort” of
neighbors at any time of day. See Section 205-1B, C. Noise concerns are
heightened in the evenings, which is precisely when the activities utilizing the
lights will take place. We do not agree with Mr. Pappalardi that noise is
prohibited only after 11 pm, nor do we see any such limitation stated in the
Village noise ordinance.
We were also surprised by Mr. Pappalardi’s statement that Village ordinances
“may” apply to the District, which seemed to implicitly suggest an alternative
position that the ordinances “might not” apply. Noise on school property is an
issue that potentially affects not only neighbors of the high school, but neighbors
of all 7 schools. This community values tranquility and quiet during dinnertime
and in the evenings, especially during the week. Residents in all neighborhoods
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would be shocked to be told that they have no recourse to prevent loud
noise coming from school property. The public schools should not be exempt
from Village regulations and community expectations. If the District is taking
such a position, it should say so publicly, so that residents can consider additional
action. We also believe that if the Board decides to enter into a Memorandum of
Understanding with Maroon and White, the MOU must be subject to resolution of
these issues and contain an explicit acknowledgment that Village ordinances will
apply.
Most importantly, we believe it is critical for the District to provide firm
assurance that residents’ interests will be protected and that the School will be a
good neighbor, notwithstanding the pressures of donors and others. Up to this
point, while there has been discussion, we have not seen or heard anything
concrete to assure us that these issues will be addressed in a satisfactory manner,
with enforceable restrictions. We truly hope that the District can work together
with residents to come up with a solution that provides appropriate facilities for
our student-athletes without unfairly and unreasonably imposing on
neighbors. We respectfully suggest that the Board should not commit to this
project until these issues are resolved.
Thank you for your continued consideration of our concerns.
Very truly yours,
Janet Korins and Joseph Kaufman
49 Ogden Road
****************************************
EMAIL TO THE SCHOOL BOARD DATED FEBRUARY 15
Dear Members of the Board of Education and Mr. Pappalardi,
Thank you Ms. Fuehrer for your response, on behalf of the Board, to our previous
letter expressing concerns about the proposal for lights on Butler Field. We
appreciate the time you are all taking to consider community feedback from
nearby residents.
We were unable to attend the meeting last week, but we listened to Mr.
Pappalardi's presentation and the Board’s questions. We appreciate his efforts to
explain the proposal to the community. We have two follow up points to the
Board discussion.
First, we were gratified to hear that Mr. Pappalardi intends to continue outreach to
neighbors and will convene a committee to address the concerns of residents. We
have not had an opportunity to meet with him to directly express our concerns,
and we would welcome the chance to do so. However, we doubt this process can
be completed within a month as he predicted. We appreciate the benefits
of nighttime lighting for our athletes and community, and the School might find
that it can address the concerns of neighbors by spending additional money on
screening and noise mitigation features. We think it is unwise for the District, and
also unfair to the neighbors, to rush into making this investment before
understanding the full picture of costs and benefits.
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We’d like to emphasize that many of the details on usage still seem vague and
unclear. For example, at the Board meeting, Mr. Pappalardi said that he did not
expect students to be available to play games on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday
evenings. However, he did not rule out games on those days, and his comments
also imply that games might very well be held on Thursday evenings. We do not
think loud evening noise is ever appropriate on weeknights. The statement that
games “should” end by 9 pm (and football by 10:30 pm) means the neighbors
would likely be subjected to noise during evening hours during the week. It also
does not seem clear whether usage would be limited to high school teams, or
whether the fields might also be accessible to middle/elementary school students,
ISOs, or even to other outside organizations for rent. Of course, the sole and
intended purpose of the Butler Field lights is to increase nighttime activity. But
there is also a clear expectation in our community that noise must be minimized
during evening and nighttime hours. We respectfully suggest that all of these
issues need to be worked out in advance, in cooperation with neighbors.
Our second point relates to the the application of the existing noise ordinances in
the Village Code. We assume that, as part of your process, you will take into
consideration that the Village Code already prohibits loudspeakers, electric sound
devices and music that "disturb the peace, quiet and comfort" of neighbors at any
time of day. There is also an ordinance prohibiting loud gatherings in public
places. Obviously, sensitivity to noise is heightened after dark-- exactly when the
lights will be in use. We’d like to have a clear statement that the School District
understands it is subject to the existing noise ordinances and also a plan as to how
it intends to comply. We appreciate Mr. Pappalardi’s statement that he intends to
investigate a better sound system, but he does not know if that is available and
what the cost might be. Since a compliance plan involves research into noise
mitigation features, discussion with neighbors and an understanding of
community standards, this will take time and further study.
Thank you again for taking our feedback into consideration as part of your
process.
Very truly yours,
Janet Korins and Joseph Kaufman
49 Ogden Road

**********************************************
EMAIL TO THE SCHOOL BOARD DATED FEBRUARY 8
Dear Members of the Board of Education and Dr. Hagerman,
We are unable to attend the BOE meeting on Monday but write this letter to
express some concerns about the proposal to add lighting at Butler Field. We live
at 49 Ogden Road, just two houses up the street from Brewster Road and the back
of the high school and fields. It’s convenient to be so close to the track and
wonderful athletic facilities, but there are also disadvantages to living close to the
high school.
Primarily we are very much affected by noise. We can hear from inside our house
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when special events occur at the high school. For example, during home football
games, we can clearly hear from our bedrooms the announcer, the cheering and
the band. Since these events are few and far between and mostly during the day,
including a handful of home games, the April carnival, prom and graduation, we
have accepted these special community events as reality without
complaint. However, the addition of lights at the field raises the likelihood that
there will be more frequent games or other events that would increase the noise to
us and other neighbors. It also obviously means the increased noise would be at
night, when people are home having dinner, relaxing and sleeping. We therefore
strongly urge you to consider the possible impact on neighbors and establish clear
and enforceable usage guidelines before investing money on additional lighting at
the fields.
We believe it is extremely important that these issues are addressed before and in
connection with approval of this type of capital investment. We’d like to note
that, beginning Fall 2017, we became aware that the high school had a new school
bell system. We learned this fact not because we have children at the high school
(they had already graduated), but because we were (and still are) able to
hear those bells from within our house, throughout the school day, through
speakers directed towards Brewster Road. Obviously it is difficult if not
impossible to undo the negative impact on neighbors once the money has already
been invested.
Finally, we should mention that homeowners close to the high school face issues
of traffic and litter. After major events at the high school, it’s not uncommon to
find trash and empty cans on nearby lawns. As these events become more
common, these problems will place an increased burden on the neighbors.
Thank you very much for your consideration of these issues as you consider the
proposal from the Athletic Department.
Very truly yours,
Janet Korins and Joseph Kaufman
49 Ogden Road
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Donna Conkling
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mayor
Tuesday, April 09, 2019 3:46 PM
Donna Conkling
Steve Pappalardo
Fwd: My questions

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Mayra Rodriguez Valladares" <mrvassoc@yahoo.com>
Subject: My questions
Date: April 5, 2019 at 1:08:11 PM EDT
To: "'Mayor'" <mayor@scarsdale.com>
Cc: "'Donna Conkling'" <dconkling@scarsdale.com>
Reply-To: <mrv@post.harvard.edu>
Good afternoon,
I cannot attend your event this Saturday, a move I salute. Yet, here are some of my questions.
•

•
•
•
•

•

What are your plans for a new reval? The New York State Office of Real Property
Services recommends that one be done every four years. The last one was done
in 2016.
What are your plans to end nepotism and cronyism at Village Hall?
How will candidates for the assessor's office be vetted?
What is your plan to reduce the significant unfunded liabilities that Scarsdale
has?
When will you run a survey to determine Scarsdale residents' municipal
priorities? When will you run a survey to determine what Scarsdale residents
want for the Freightway development?
When will Village Hall answer who is funding the library? There is no reason for
this opacity.

Best regards,
Mayra
MRV Associates
Forbes Contributor
LinkedIn
Twitter

Tel: +1-212-491-9153
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Donna Conkling
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mayor
Tuesday, April 09, 2019 3:31 PM
Donna Conkling
Steve Pappalardo
Fwd: Lockdown at SMS

Begin forwarded message:
From: Michelle Sterling <michellesterling1@gmail.com>
Subject: Lockdown at SMS
Date: April 3, 2019 at 4:21:41 PM EDT
To: Marc Samwick <marc.samwick@gmail.com>, Steve Pappalardo
<spappalardo@scarsdale.com>
Hello Marc and Steve
Yesterday as I am sure you know there was a lockdown at the middle school. We have been told
that it was a false alarm which was the result of a technical glitch. I'm emailing because I wanted
to make sure you are aware of certain village-related concerns parents have relayed to me.
The lockdown started at around 1:45 and ended at 3:50. During that time it is my understanding
from speaking with other parents who have reached out to me, that when parents called the
Scarsdale Police Dept they were told the following by the person answering the phone: “I was
told to tell you that it is a false alarm and that the police are onsite only as a precaution. If you
would like further information you would need to call the School Information Line.” When the
resident asked for the phone number for that line, they were told that “[the police does] not have
it but that [the resident] can look it up online.” Further when the resident questioned why the
police were at SMS for such an extended period of time if it was only a false alarm, the person
on the phone reiterated “This is what I was told tell you.”
As I am sure you would agree, this response was very concerning to the parents who called. I
wanted to bring this matter to your attention so the Village and School leadership can work
together and address how after months of planning there are still such significant lapses in
process and information during actual emergency events.
My questions and concerns with this response are:
(1) In this situation if residents call the police for information and are told to call elsewhere for
more information, the police officer should have that # at the ready to give to residents.
(2) When the police phone attendant made the statement “I was told to tell you” where was she
getting her statement from? Was it the school district? Police chief? Village leadership? Such
statements made the parents feel like the police were not in control of the situation.
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(3) It is understandable that it would seem incongruous to a resident that a 2 hour unscheduled
lockdown is merely a false alarm. The officer’s statements of “this is what i was told to tell you”
are also understandably disconcerting for a parent. Please note that in a lockdown the kids are
under desks, with the lights off, and no talking or movement allowed. So that was the situation
inside the middle school for 2 hours yesterday. And outside of the middle school parents were
gathered and were extremely concerned and wanted more information.
Thanks in advance for your time to look into this situation.
Best
Michelle Sterling
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Donna Conkling
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mayor
Tuesday, April 09, 2019 3:32 PM
Donna Conkling
Steve Pappalardo
Fwd: Fox Meadow Road

Begin forwarded message:
From: Mike D'Angelo <mdmikedangelo@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Fox Meadow Road
Date: April 4, 2019 at 2:22:34 PM EDT
To: Jeff Coleman <jcoleman@scarsdale.com>
Cc: David Goessl <dgoessl@scarsdale.com>, Mayor <mayor@scarsdale.com>
Thanks for the feedback. I’m familiar with the review process (based on prior discussions with
the Village in 2017) and hope that the two small remaining stretches of FM Road (as noted
below) make it to the priority list. It would be terrific if the last two stretches can be paved this
spring and then the entire FM road will be good for years to come. Thanks.

On Apr 4, 2019, at 9:59 AM, Jeff Coleman <jcoleman@scarsdale.com> wrote:
Dear Mike,
Thank you for the e-mail. The Department uses a village-wide pavement rating
system that has been updated over the years as a tool to select the roads to be
resurfaced. The most recent update was completed in November of 2017 and all
589 roadway segments were updated at that time. These ratings are re-evaluated
each spring through an inspection of the roads in order to make adjustments as
certain road segments experience more aggressive rate of failure over the
winter/spring thaw. This process is currently underway and I anticipate that it will
be complete by the end of April. As part of that review, Fox Meadow Road will
be inspected.
Thank you again for the follow up e-mail and for bringing it to my attention.
Please call me if you would like to discuss further.
Thank you,
Jeff

Jeffrey C. Coleman, PE
Superintendent of Public Works
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Village of Scarsdale, NY
914-722-1150
914-722-1103 (fax)
-----Original Message----From: Mike D'Angelo [mailto:mdmikedangelo@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2019 7:03 PM
To: Mayor <mayor@scarsdale.com>
Cc: Jeff Coleman <jcoleman@scarsdale.com>; David Goessl
<dgoessl@scarsdale.com>
Subject: Re: Fox Meadow Road
Hello Mayor, Jeff and David. Would be great to finally complete the repaving of
Fox Meadow Road that was started (in sections) 3-4 years ago. Thanks for the
feedback.

On Mar 25, 2019, at 9:47 AM, Mike D'Angelo
<mdmikedangelo@gmail.com> wrote:
Appreciate the feedback on this. Thanks.

On Mar 18, 2019, at 10:33 AM, Mayor
<mayor@scarsdale.com> wrote:
Michael
I've copied the person who is now serving as our
Superintendent of Public Works, Jeff Coleman and
the Village Engineer, David Goessl. They are
probably already thinking about which roads need
attention based on a consultant's report and input
from Village Staff.
Dan
________________________________________
From: Michael D'Angelo
<mdmikedangelo@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2019 6:51 PM
To: Mayor; Benedict Salanitro
Subject: Fox Meadow Road
Hello Mayor Dan and Bennie. I hope you are both
are looking forward to spring as much as I am. I am
writing to ask that the remaining sections of Fox
Meadow Road finally be paved so we can have the
full road completed. Sections have started to be
paved 3-4 years ago and they look great - but I think
now is the year to fully complete the paving of this
busy road. There are only three small sections left:
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1) Crane to Wayside, 2) Ogden to Olmsted and 3)
Highland to Fenimore. I greatly appreciate your
feedback as to whether this is something that can be
done this spring. Thanks so much for your
feedback. Mike D’Angelo.
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